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President’s Message
Anticipating variables and outcomes is what
running a medical center is all about. That
makes everyone on the Trinitas staff, in his or
her own way, an expert in Game Theory. This
issue celebrates the art of staying ahead of the
curve and making smart decisions in every
aspect of life. With a national election looming
on the near horizon, it’s probably a good time
for all of us to sharpen those skills.
Did you know that New Jersey is actually the birthplace of Game
Theory? As Luke Sacher points out in “State of Play,” where this
discipline is concerned, Harvard and Yale look like safety schools
compared to Princeton. His story not only provides a little history on
the subject, it shows why parents of college-bound teenagers need
to strengthen their Game Theory grasp before those applications go
out this fall.
As you might expect, we have a little fun with the “game” part of Game
Theory. Look for features on how young video gamers are cashing in
on their skills and how to turn your basement into the ultimate game
room, as well as a stunning photo essay on Cuba called “¡Game On!”
A bit closer to home, we take a look at the ﬁnal phases of our
Emergency Department renovation, due to be completed in early
2017. And, on the last page of this issue, we have a very special
5 Minutes with… our very own Sister Rosemary Moynihan, who got to
meet someone very special on a recent trip to Rome.
Finally, we are thrilled about our cover interview with actress Ming-Na
Wen—star of The Joy Luck Club, voice of Mulan and currently beating
up bad guys on TV’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. We like celebrities with a
medical connection. Although she’s not a doctor, she did play one on
ER. That’s good enough for us and, so she says, good enough for her
parents…who always wanted a doctor in the family!

Web, Publications & Promotion

917-841-7353
www.nadineraphael.com
nadine@nadineraphael.com
102 Elm St. • Penthouse • Westﬁeld, NJ 07090
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Gary S. Horan, FACHE
President & Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Trinitas Health &
Trinitas Regional Medical Center
Trinitas Regional Medical Center is a Catholic teaching institution sponsored
by the Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth in partnership with Elizabethtown Healthcare Foundation.
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restaurant
CLYDZ

“There’s always an entrée that offers
a combo of game meats. On this night,
it’s kangaroo, antelope and quail.”

By Andy Clurfeld

Clydz
55 Paterson St., New Brunswick
Phone: (732) 846.6521
Reservations and major credit cards accepted. Lunch: Monday to Friday from 11:30 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Dinner: Monday to Thursday from 5 to 10 p.m., Friday and Saturday from 5 to
11 p.m. The bar is open Monday to Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 2 a.m., Saturday from
4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. and Sunday from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. Prices: Starters: $9 to $20.
Entrees: $22 to $39. Sides: $6 to $15. Cocktails generally range in price from $10 to $12.

he longer you work in New
Jersey, the fewer degrees of
separation exist between you
and anyone else who lives in
our storied state. I believe Clydz, a
landmark restaurant in New Brunswick
that opened nigh on 20 years ago, is
one of the Garden State’s epicenters
of connectivity. When it opened in
1997, the restaurant had two nearinstantly famous specialties: the kind
of cocktails that gave birth to the
Mixologist Generation of a soon-tobe-new century and dishes that put
game—from alligator to bison to
rabbit—in the spotlight. In a college
town, with folks fresh out of that
college coming up with these
concepts and putting them into play
on a stage at once edgy-hip and
comfy-friendly, Clydz spoke in a
language that was spirited, refreshing
and dicey.

T

I recall reading Clydz’s press materials
sent to me at The Asbury Park Press,
where, at the time, I worked as the
restaurant critic. What are these Clydz
people thinking? I said to myself. They
are not following the rules.
I admired them before I took a sip or a
bite. Taking a chance, choosing not to
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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review of the then-novel ﬂedgling restaurant. Regrets? I’ve
had only a few. This misstep of omission is No. 1.
It’s only just, then, that years and years later I meet and
become friends with not one, but two members of the
inaugural-era-of-Clydz staff. What are the odds? Well, in
New Jersey, especially for someone who has been a
reporter here for 40 years, pretty slam-dunk gonna-happen.

play the same-old, same-old game, always appeals to me.
My admiration for the courage it takes to test a conviction
in public knows no bounds. I went, was somewhat
impressed and extremely intrigued, and yet never wrote a

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

Game on, 2016; I go back to Clydz to see how the original
vision of ﬁrst owner Joe Clyde, who later was to bring his
“game” game to the historic Sergeantsville Inn in the most
bucolic part of Hunterdon County, has held up. Bottom line:
Clydz may have shown best when the original crew of
young’uns set new standards, but it’s still a place with a
personality. And a vibe.

FOOD
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Yet…am I judging too harshly our lead server, who fails to
offer us the names of the day’s various oysters? No, I’m not.
She’s wrong when she replies to my query about the types
of oysters offered that night with a curt, “Are you going to
order them? You don’t need to know unless you are.”
“I won’t know that until I know what kinds of oysters you
have tonight,” I respond. I think of my two ex-Clydz pals,
both pros in other professions now. No way, no how would
they have dissed a diner that way.
Our server doesn’t veer from curt when she provides a halfhearted recitation of the oyster lineup along with a sidebar
of how important work on her master's degree is to her.
(Message received.) The oysters are carefully presented
and tinglingly refreshing, particularly New Jersey’s own
Cape May Salts. These Salts taste better and better every
time I have them. On this night, they leave the Blue Points
and Deep Bays in the also-ran category.
Meanwhile, we’re ﬁnishing a round of classic Clydz’s
cocktails from a list that includes members of the ﬁrst
vintage of the mixed drinks that put this spot on the map.
The size and scope of the drinks menu is comparable to
the length and breadth of a classic Jersey diner’s bill of
savory fare. The designated drinkers at my table are gleeful.
(And ever more so as the night progresses: I’ve never
before told a dine team, “OK, you can drink too much
tonight.”)
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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I’ll rattle off a few of the favorites: Corpse Survivor II (Death’s
Door, Lillet, Cointreau, absinthe, lemon juice; can anybody
ﬁll us in on the composition of Corpse Survivor the First?);
French 55 (Champagne, Zubrowka, St. Germain, pineapple
juice, lemon); Holiday Inn (strawberry-infused vodka,
St. Germain, cucumber, lime); Cyn City (Hayman’s Old
Tom, Cynar, lemon, simple syrup, mint, ginger beer);
Jersey Sazerac (Laird’s Applejack, Pernod, maple bitters,
simple syrup)…you get the idea. These Clydzians are
into complicated.
Anyway, speaking of rattling: The braised python ravioli
starter cossets a ﬁne-chop of the ﬁllet speckled with
arugula, all of which is ladled with a wild mushroom-infused
cream sauce. Meatballs made with various ground game
meats (boar, we’re told, dominates the day’s mix) are given
a spray of a roasted tomato demi-glace that’s mild and

Family owned since 1925

• Restaurant
• Banquet Facilities
• Bar

Buy 1 Dinner
get the 2nd
Entree 1/2 Price
Must be of equal or lesser value
(up to $10). Not valid on lunch,
holidays or with early bird specials.
Three coupons per visit. Not to be
combined with any other offer.
Expires 10/31/16.

• Patio with Free
Live Entertainment
(Saturdays in the Summer,
please call for details)

Hours:
Mon-Thu
Fri-Sat
Sun

11:30 am - 10:00 pm
11:30 am - 11:00 pm
12:00 pm - 10:00 pm

201 Front St. | Perth Amboy, NJ 08861
732-442-3000
www.thebarge.com
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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relatively unseasoned. As I eat both the python ravioli and
the meatballs, I’m thinking it’s pleasant. But I’m looking for
the kind of thrill that comes from accents that understand
the protein they're meant to enhance. Not there. The
roasted bone marrow, plated with shreds of pulled short rib,
a dab of tomato jam and toasts rubbed with black garlic, is
more properly mild. I yearn for a few spoonfuls of rich jus.
The cold appetizers have more character, even though the
kitchen’s technical skills sometimes can falter. The charred
octopus comes with cantaloupe that’s been grilled and then
wrapped with bresaola. Some pieces of octopus are tender
and lovely, while others tough; when it works, it’s terriﬁc with
onions that are pickled, tomatoes that are roasted till
sweet and ﬁgs coaxed into a concentrated state. Duck
confit deviled eggs sound like an ingredients’ dream come
true but the eggs are rubbery and—even with the
accompanying chipotle-licked aioli—the starter comes off
as shy. Smoked salmon tostones have a ﬂash of red chilipowered oil and plate partners that include mango relish
and a pockmark of caviar. They’re in league with the other
apps: in need of a ﬂavor that leads, that guides.

Our Restaurant Features:

Entertainment & Events:

• New Venetian Room with
Private Entrance, Mahogany
Bar & Stone Fireplace

• Evening Happy Hour
8:30-closing

• Tuscan Lounge with
Fireplace
• Private Event Room
• World-Class Wine List

• Live Entertainment Every
Friday with Jim Nuzzo
• Every Other Thursday Ladies Night with special
cocktails & appetizers

There’s always an entrée that offers a combo of game
meats. On this night, it’s kangaroo, antelope and quail.
Hesitant to try an exotic meat? Don’t be. The kangaroo and
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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weighed in as refreshingly tart and plated with nutty quinoa,
favas, carrots and sweet corn. Grilled bison hangar steak
was served well by a red wine reduction and a spray of
onions electrocuted into frizziness. The kitchen tosses a
quail egg onto the plate as a game give-away. Seafood,
anyone? Try the rice bowl, with trout and shrimp in the
lead and a supporting cast of squiggles of egg, baby bok
choy and dashi broth. Mild, once again, ruled. But it’s a
comforting dish.

antelope were chicken-breast mild, with the quail notching
the highest intensity of ﬂavor on that plate. Probably the
most “gamey” entrée of the night was the rosy loin of rabbit,
plied as it was with a pert sun-dried tomato pesto that

Coming soon…
A restaurant with the warmth and friendliness
of a local pub, combined with the quality food
and drink of fine dining.

I suspect regulars order another cocktail for dessert;
indeed, while the dining spaces were less than half-full on
this weekend evening, Clydz’s bar was, constantly, three
or four deep. Maybe more. These are the folks, I suspect,
who know to avoid the apple pie spring rolls with a “crust”
that tastes like Play-doh. Better was the light-batter,
not-too-sweet crepes plied with blackberries, raspberries
and blueberries.

Daimatsu
Sushi
Restaurant
860 Mountain Avenue
Mountainside NJ 07092

908-233-7888
Social Eatery and Bar
250 Morris Avenue, Springfield
973-258-1600
16 Beers on Tap • $3 IPA Bottles
Over 7o Diﬀerent Bourbons & Whiskeys

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

For over 25 years, Daimatsu has been owned and
operated by Japanese chefs in a casual, friendly atmosphere.
You can enjoy top-quality, authentic
Japanese cuisine you would find in Japan.

We are proud to serve our customers
Wild Blue Fin Tuna from Boston,
as well as many seasonal fish from Japan.

FOOD

By now late-late, Clydz is rocking. As I eye the undulating
crowd for the drinks of choice, I ﬁnd myself stumped. I ask
a server what the most popular cocktails are and he shrugs.
“Everything is popular,” he says. There are maybe 100
cocktails on the list. That’s a lot of popular. Are the game
dishes as popular as the drinks? I ask, hoping for a more
speciﬁc answer.
Which I get. “The Tater Tots (with parmesan and trufﬂe oil)
and the Onion Rings (with cheese curds) are good.”
Game off, I guess. Those ﬁrst years of Clydz, back in a
previous century, set standards for fun and game—quite
literally. The people who came together here may well have
shared a spirit of adventure that wasn’t offered by other
establishments in New Jersey. Frankly, I wish Clydz would
reconnect with its roots and the soul of its menu. Game is
on the menu; it needs to be in the concepts and the
cooking, too. EDGE

Share this article online in seconds:
EDGENJ.com/8400
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Galloping Hill Caterers

Come visit our newly renovated facility.
We offer a unique atmosphere of elegance
and romance at prices that make sense.
Weddings • Buffets • Anniversaries
Showers • Corporate Parties • Banquets
Galloping Hill Road and Chestnut Street
Union, New Jersey ❧ 908-686-2683
Visit our website at www.gallopinghillcaterers.com

The EDGE Restaurant Guide
The

Chef

In addition to our regular
food reviews, EDGE will
include a selection of
restaurants in each issue,
taking you behind the scenes
and into the kitchens of
some of the area’s most
popular dining spots.

Recommends

Do you have a “go-to” dish
at a favorite restaurant?
We’d like to know! Visit us on
Facebook and leave a comment in
our The Chef Recommends
section, or Tweet us your
recommendation. You can ﬁnd
links to both on our Home page at
www.edgemagonline.com.
photos courtesy of clydz

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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¡Game On!
Cuba has been called a living time capsule...
of old ways and new, of opulence and simplicity,
of stunning cultural and natural diversity.
Open again after more than a half-century
to U.S. travelers, the country is undergoing
an altogether new revolution. It may not be
long before the scenery changes forever.

photography by avery brighton
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Avery Brighton/ShineBrightStudios.com
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home EDGE

Fun

Dungeon
Building the Ultimate Game Room
by caleb maclean

T

he suburban basement doesn’t get the love it
deserves. Finished, unﬁnished, damp or dry—it is
a launching pad for household pests and odd
smells, and, in its own taunting way, a monument

to unfulﬁlled potential. How one ﬁlls that yawning void is a
matter of personal choice, personal taste and personal
budget. The most personal solution? An all-out play space:
aka the ultimate game room.

In newer (and grander old) homes, basements offer a great
deal of square footage. Even after allowing for HVAC
equipment, storage, water heaters and other appliances,
there may still be 200 or more square feet that can be
devoted to a fun dungeon. Often much, much more. The
ﬁrst order of business is to ensure the space is clean, dry,
well lit, ventilated and climate controlled—in other words,
finished. Fortunately, most suburban homeowners already
have reasonably civilized basements.
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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Will this space be an extension or celebration of that
culture, or is it a way of changing the game, so to speak?
For example, if your family tends to gather around a monster
ﬂatscreen, then maybe you want an even more monstrous
ﬂatscreen downstairs as part of an awesome home
theater array. Or maybe, just maybe, you want to change
the game…and create a space that promotes some oldschool interaction.

www.istockphoto.com

Next comes a critically important question: What will be the
true nature of this space? Presumably, the overarching goal
is to promote meaningful interaction with family and friends.
Which requires stepping back a bit and looking at the
“culture” of your family.

Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com

The home theater option? You can knock that out in an
afternoon at Best Buy. To create a truly extraordinary fun
dungeon, however, takes the kind of obsessive, timeconsuming effort and ﬁnancial commitment that, by its
very nature, will almost certainly be a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. In a perfect, totally self-indulgent world, the
menu must include most, if not all, of the following items:
• Vintage Pinball Machine
• Vintage Arcade Game
• Vintage Jukebox

HOME

• Vintage Vending Machine
• Carnival Midway Game
• Foosball or Air Hockey Table
• Pool or Ping-Pong Table
If you happen to be an inveterate collector or borderline
shopaholic, all the better, because this is going to require
some legwork, both physical and virtual. If you need some
starting points, read on…

FLIPPING FANTASTIC…
THE PINBALL MACHINE
Having grown up in the pre-video game age, I hold that
humankind has yet to invent an entertainment device that
improves on the mechanical pinball machine. It combines
the demanding skills of lightning-quick anticipation and
hand-eye coordination with the relatively undemanding
ability to stand, pull and release a spring-loaded plunger
and push buttons every few seconds. Pinball ﬁrst gained

23

popularity as a gambling device, and was actually outlawed
for many years. The “modern” pinball machine, with its
rolling scores and rubber bumpers came on the scene in
the 1960s. A new, electronic generation of machines hit the
arcades in the late 1970s. The arcades themselves went
the way of the dinosaur as soon as home video game
systems achieved a certain level of sophistication: Why
pour quarters into a slot when you can hit the reset button
for free?
But pinball machines survive—even the old ones. They
were built well and built simply enough so that they
could be maintained and repaired without too much
expense or expertise. They are now bought and sold like
vintage automobiles, only much less expensive. And “tuneup” kits are available online to keep them clicking.
When purchasing a pinball machine for home use, the ﬁrst
decision to make is whether you want a vintage mechanical
’60s or ’70s model, or one with a computer that runs the
show. The machines from the ’80s and ’90s have a lot more

Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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bells and whistles, and usually feature
multi-ball play. Many of these are
licensed after entertainment properties,
such as The Addams Family movie
franchise, starring Angelica Huston and
Raul Julia. The Addams Family pinball
machine happens to be the all-time
best-selling pinball machine,
with more than 20,000 units
sold and many (if not most)
still available. It was
manufactured by Midway
and designed by Larry
DeMar and Pat Lawlor.
Lawlor, it’s handy to know,
was regarded as the
industry’s creative genius. If
you go shopping for a
machine and see his name
attached to it, it’s probably
fun to play. Interestingly, for many years the Holy Grail for
video game designers was to make a virtual version of The
Addams Family pinball. An Addams Family machine in
good, working condition will run you around $7,500.

The vacuum that truly cleans. And lasts.
Featuring powerful performance, advanced filtration and
legendary German engineering, Miele vacuums deliver
maximum cleaning efficiency. Explore further at:

224 ELMER STREET
WESTFIELD

(908)

232-5723

Closed Wednesday and Sunday

www.etpetersen.com
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com

For a test of your ﬂipper skill without all the solid-state
electronics, a machine from the 1970s may be the way
to go. These were the mainstays in arcades at a time
when the most sophisticated video game was Pong. Their
price and popularity depends on a number of variables,
including the art on
the
back-painted
glass. A challenging
machine treasured
among silver-ball
aﬁcionados
is
Gottlieb’s
Target
Alpha, which came
out in the mid1970s. Its fun and
challenging play
ﬁeld was used
in several other
machines.

HOME
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A well-restored example of Target Alpha can cost up to
$5,000, but as with most machines of this era, prices
vary based on availability and condition. With any pinball
machine you purchase, it’s important to understand what’s
involved in maintenance and repair. You can do most of it
yourself if you have some mechanical acumen. If not, we
are fortunate to live in a state where there are a number of
people who both sell and service vintage machines. To get
a feel for the different options take a drive down to the Silver
Ball Museum in Asbury Park. It was actually featured in our
Wendy Williams fashion shoot a few years ago.

HIGH SCORE…
THE ARCADE VIDEO GAME
In the old days, the golden rule of video arcade games was
“pay a quarter, die three times.” It cost money to get
seriously good at Space Invaders or Pac-Man or Donkey
Kong or whatever “your game” happened to be. Space
Invaders gobbled up quarters at an astonishing rate. In its
day, the game made more money than the ﬁrst Star Wars

Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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very popular among people trying to recreate fond ’80s
memories in their homes. Also popular are the “cocktail
table” models that were made for bars and restaurants. A
vintage game that’s been professionally refurbished, and
includes a new logic board, can range anywhere from
$1,500 to $3,500, depending on rarity and popularity.

www.istockphoto.com

movie—by a factor of three times! Its creator, Shigeru
Miyamoto, became a video game legend. He went on to
create Donkey Kong and other hit arcade games for
Nintendo before turning his attention to home gaming, and
was the driving force behind Wii.
Going out and ﬁnding your favorite arcade console is fairly
simple. You can track down a refurbished vintage model
online, at auction or from a regional dealer. Or you can
check out new arcade consoles that offer multiple “classic”
games. Though eschewed by purists, they have become

Among collectors, one of the most popular vintage arcade
games is a maniacal attack-and-rescue space game
called Defender. When it came out in 1981 it was predicted
to be a ﬂop because its level of difﬁculty was so high.
It required players to watch four different parts of the
screen at the same time and work controls in combinations
that took hundreds of quarters to master. Of course, that
turned out to be the key to Defender’s success—players
became obsessed with annihilating alien spacecraft and
rescuing their buddies before they plunged to their deaths.
Larry DeMar and fellow pinball programmer Eugene Davis
designed the game for Williams, which ended up selling
more than 60,000 units. They sell for about $2,500 today.
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JUKEBOX HERO…
MUSIC MACHINES
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The Isoldi Collection.com

Your fun dungeon needs a soundtrack, of course. And
what’s more fun than a vintage jukebox? These machines
are not for audiophiles; what goes into them is far more
important than what comes out of them. That being said,
there is a burgeoning market for classic machines that have
been converted to play CDs or use Bluetooth. The sound
quality may be better and the maintenance simpler, but then
you don’t get to track down all those favorite 45s your kid
sister scratched up or your mom gave away for pennies at
a garage sale.
Jukeboxes are less pieces of furniture than they are small
architectural marvels. Their designs reﬂect their times. They
set the tone for a game room, not just acoustically but
visually, as well. Consequently, the choice of a jukebox will
almost certainly be the most personal fun-dungeon choice
you make. For most people, the model they choose
harkens back to a special time or place in their lives. It may
be a gleaming, chrome tabletop model like they used to
have in truck stops and diners. Or perhaps an eye-popping
Rock-Ola or Wurlitzer from the 1940s. The originals have
gotten very pricey—often $10,000 and up—but the
modern reproductions are quite nice and affordable.
If you must go Old School, then consider a sleek, midcentury Seeburg. What they lacked in color they made up
for with functionality and simplicity of design. You can buy
a fully restored Seeburg from the 1950s for $5,000 to
$7,500.
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1615 Ramapo Way, Scotch Plains…Offered at $995,000
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ICE COLD…
BEVERAGE DISPENSERS
Beverage availability is a key component in any basement
re-do. You can certainly invest a couple of hundred dollars
in a small fridge and be done with it. But to stay faithful
to the theme of interactivity, it’s worth considering a
more traditional delivery system. Soda fountains and beer
taps are what most people think of ﬁrst. The home version
of your basic ﬁve-ﬂavor countertop soda dispenser—like
the one at your neighborhood pizzeria—runs around
$1,500. There are a lot of parts to clean and maintain, so
homeowners often end up cutting a maintenance deal with
the same company that services the one at the pizzeria.
The less-elegant choice of a vintage vending machine might
actually make more sense in the long run. There are lots of
refurbished machines on the market that keep soda and
beer cans (or bottles) cold until they roll out at the push of
a button. They are very simple mechanically—once you buy
a restored one, you’re unlikely to have a problem with the
vending mechanism. How much is a restored machine?
Anywhere from $1,000 to $5,000.
Another choice for beverages is the old-time refrigerated
chest. Here you want a reproduction; the originals are wildly
inefﬁcient. You open the lid, reach in, and grab a cold one.
Big and colorful, they run between $500 and $1,000
depending on size and come emblazoned with your favorite
old-time soda logo (especially if your favorite old-time soda
is Coke).
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STEP RIGHT UP…
CARNIVAL GAMES
The most overlooked piece of the fun-dungeon puzzle has
to be the tried-and-true carnival game. You know, the ones
that look so easy…and $20 later you realize you’ve been
had. Well, what better place to practice for your next visit to
the midway than in the comfort of your own home? There
are any number of options, some of which you can cobble
together yourself if you’re handy. From a space-saving
standpoint, however, you’d be wise to a) stick to the vertical
ones and b) avoid games with sharp or high-velocity
projectiles. Popping the balloons with darts and knocking
over the milk bottles with baseballs are not wise choices in
an enclosed space.
Actually, your best bet may be the most boring game on
the midway, what the carnies call Fat Cats. You know this
one: three or four rows of stained cloth felines that seem to
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be touching each other. But of course most of that is “fur,”
which means your soft toss (the ball is usually misshapen
or oddly weighted) must hit the cats perfectly to tilt them
back. With a little practice in your basement, this is the most
winnable game at the carnival—which is why the prizes in
that booth are always the worst! A Fat Cat set up will run
you $300 to $600.

HE SHOOTS, HE SCORES…
TABLE GAMES
Feeling good about your hand-eye coordination? Then don’t
go anywhere near a foosball or air hockey table. For some
reason, the better athlete you are, the less athletic these
games make you feel. The odd corollary to this rule is that,
the more you drink, the better you get. (Or at least, the
better you think you get). Still, what ultimate game room
would be complete without at least one of these two classic
contraptions?
A bit of trivia: Although it never appeared in a single episode
of Downton Abbey, the tabletop soccer game we call
Foosball was very popular in England in the 1920s. It has
enjoyed popularity in the colonies since the 1950s, has
been a staple of frat-house culture since the 1970s, and
was played avidly by Chandler, Joey and Monica in Friends
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in the 1990s. The Foosball table is designed so that games
can be played one-on-one or two-on-two. In 2002, the
International Table Soccer Federation was formed with the
goal of making it an Olympic sport. There are a lot of
cheaply made Foosball tables on the market, so if you feel
that yours will be getting a serious workout, best to invest
in the ones that start around $400.
Air hockey is one of those infuriating games where kids have
just as good a chance of winning as grown-ups. It is almost
impossible to “square up” the round puck with the round
mallets—the result being all kinds of crazy, counterintuitive
caroms. The game was invented by the good people at
Brunswick in the early 1970s and was immortalized in the
1976 ﬁlm The Bad News Bears. Prices vary, but a good 8foot table starts at about $700. By the way, there is an
unwritten rule that the same fun dungeon cannot have both
a foosball and air hockey table. Oops, now it’s written.
www.istockphoto.com
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wrists and even quicker reﬂexes. Depositing a pool table in
a basement takes Hulkish strength and determination. Pingpong tables fold in half and have wheels. If you have young
kids, ping-pong is likely to entertain them for years. Pool
certainly has its appeal, but is more of an acquired taste.

THE CLASSICS…
POOL & PING-PONG
There is a similar rule about pool tables and ping-pong
tables—except that you can ﬁnd models that combine the
two, so it’s not quite the same rule. The differences between
pool and ping-pong (aka billiards and table tennis) couldn’t
be more obvious. The former rewards a pensive,
mathematical approach, while the latter requires quick

THERE’S

Buying a pool table is not a simple process. You deﬁnitely
want quality and should be willing to pay for it. The problem
is, you can pay for quality and not get it. Reviews and
ratings of pool tables on the ’net sound suspiciously like
they were written and planted by people in the industry, so
to get the best value it’s worth doing your homework.
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According to Bruce Sanderson, buyer and store manager
for Pelican Sport Center in Morris Plains, the best strategy
is to arm yourself with a checklist of bottom-line goals. For
instance, the frame, top and cabinet of a pool table should
be made of solid wood, with no veneers or laminates. Also
don’t settle for anything less than a one-inch slate. And avoid
cheap rubber bumpers, which produce poor rebounds.
“Ken-66 rubber is what you’re looking for,” he says.
There are other telltale signs of inferior quality. The diamond
sites along the sides should be actual inlays, not painted
on. Pockets should be leather, not vinyl. And demand felt
that incorporates a Teﬂon coating, which makes spills easier
to clean and resists pilling. A good quality felt, says
Sanderson, should be 75% wool content and 25% nylon
blend, between 19 and 20 ounces per yard.

Bottom line? Be prepared to spend $2,000 to $3,500 for a
table built to last. Price points can soar into the ﬁve digits
for fancy designs, but keep in mind that these tables play
the same; you’re paying for looks. Brunswick and Olhausen
are the big brand names in the market. However, Imperial
features the same construction at a slightly lower price—
and the company is located right here in New Jersey.
Online reviews and ratings for ping-pong tables feel a bit
more honest, perhaps because there is relatively little
money at stake. The most durable tables combine a strong
frame and substantial playing surface. You can easily spend
over $1,000 on a top-of-the-line Kettler, but very good ones
are available for $500 to $600. If you start with a pool table
and decide you want ping-pong, too, you can purchase a
two-piece conversion top with padding underneath for
$200 to $300, depending on the ﬁnish. EDGE
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interview W
Ming-Na Wen

hat a character! When
an actress hears those
words, they usually refer
to the person she’s
playing…or the actress herself. For
Ming-Na Wen, one needs to be a
bit more speciﬁc. She slips in and
out of her roles with the ease one
would expect from a veteran stage
and screen performer. Yet, as EDGE
writer Gerry Strauss discovered, the
perspective, humor and irony she
brings to those parts comes from her
very core. From her breakthrough
performance in The Joy Luck Club to
her starring role on ER to breathing
life into the voice of Mulan, Ming-Na
has consistently surprised audiences
with the depth and subtlety of her
work. On the hit ABC series Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D., she has won over fans of
the Marvel universe by playing Agent
Melinda May brooding, stoic and
scary. In other words, totally against
character.

photo by gage skidmore

EDGE: What qualities did you try to
bring to your breakthrough role in The
Joy Luck Club?
MNW: I brought my whole AsianAmerican experience to the role of
June Woo. One of the reasons why I
think I was cast for that part was
because there’s something inherently
difﬁcult about being Asian in America.
You tend to feel like people treat you
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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sort of as a foreigner even though you’re American. For me,
I had that kind of mixture—having come from China, from
Hong Kong, and having had to learn English in America
and assimilate—but then, at the same time,
having these immigrant parents who really
didn’t assimilate as much and sort of staying in
their own culture. So that was all about June,
feeling like she didn’t quite ﬁt in and having a
cultural gap, as well as the age gap with her
parents, and feeling inadequate in certain ways.
She dealt with it in a more shy way and in a more
enclosed way. I, of course, became an actor.
That’s the only difference between me and June.

buena Vist a pictures

EDGE: How about your work on ER?

warner br
os. televisi
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MNW: Oh, yeah. Well, I brought my “vast”
knowledge of medical experience [laughs]. As an
Asian, we had to be doctors or lawyers, so I’d
already “been” to Harvard, Yale, John Hopkins….in

INTERVIEW

fact, that’s one of the jokes that I would say to my parents:
"Hey. You wanted me to be a doctor, so I was a doctor for
ﬁve years!” [laughs] I think the thing that I brought to Dr.
Chen was the fact that she gets a little snarky. She always
wanted to prove that she was the best at her job. She was
very different from who I was. I’m not snarky, but I’m
deﬁnitely sarcastic, as you can probably tell.
EDGE: And funny.
MNW: Okay! [laughs]. But for me, her character was
deﬁnitely someone that I had to create more based on
who I thought she was. It came from observations of some
of the people that I grew up with, who just feel like they
are always having to compete and always having to prove
themselves. The really interesting thing about her character,
who became pregnant on the show, was that I did become
pregnant for real. I guess that’s really kind of a strong
connection. The writers and the producers were like, “Oh.
I think you just slept your way into a really good storyline.”
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It was really funny because they wanted her screaming
and doing all this stuff and I was, like, into holistic
birthing and all-natural kind of stuff. So, we shot the scene
before I actually gave birth and I thought it was way too
overdramatic. After I actually did have my kid—and realized
how painful of an experience it really was—I called my
director back and I said, “We need to re-shoot all of those
scenes. I wasn’t dramatic enough.” That holistic stuff didn’t
really work for me.
EDGE: Your ﬁrst TV series actually was The Single Guy in
the late 90s, a sitcom. What was special about playing
Trudy in that series for you?
MNW: Getting that pilot—and the mere fact that I was
working with a legend like Ernest Borgnine—that blew me
away. It was so fortuitous because I came from theater and,
with sitcom, it is theater. It was like putting on a show, a play,
every week, which we did in front of a live audience. Trudy
was just this great character who was not shy about her
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that Mulan did for her father and for her family—it just was
so true to what I was going through. So for me, I was
focused on bringing her heart and her desire to kind of
ﬁgure out her self-worth.
EDGE: Making sure that it wasn’t just a cartoon character.

abc/kurt iswarienkio

opinion and had a lot of attitude—but also a lot of love for
her friends and for her husband. So, yeah, she was really
fun to play. It was just my cup of tea. I hope to retire with
a sitcom.
EDGE: You’ve been a part of so many strong ensemble
casts. Is that the environment that you enjoy the most, being
a member of a group of talented people who are on equal
footing?
MNW: I thrive in that environment. I think any show requires
that, unless you’re doing a one-woman show. It appeals to
me because of my theater background. The whole idea of
being with a group and sharing an experience together in
creating something, it’s just so satisfying and so much fun.
I guess my karmic energy, or whatever it is, it keeps leading
me to that…and I certainly have no desire to do a onewoman show.
EDGE: Let’s talk about Mulan. In hindsight, that iconic role
broke a lot of barriers and inspired and empowered girls.
Was that a focus for you in providing the voice for that
character?
MNW: I knew about the story because she’s a legendary
character in China and for me it was about bringing her
heart and soul. Mulan came early in my career and I was
just so enamored with Disney and the writers and the
producers, who put so much research and time in creating
her. My stepfather was twenty years older than my mother
at the time, so his health was not at its best. All of the stuff
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com

MNW: Right. She was a real young woman trying to ﬁgure
things out, even though she was rebellious and she was
reprimanded for it all the time. Something about her is very,
very different than all the other princess stories because
she really wasn’t a princess. She kind of became, like, an
honorary princess. The emperor kind of endowed her with
his blessing. Ultimately, she was just a regular girl trying to
live in a society that either accepted her or didn’t accept
her, believed in her or didn’t believe in her, and she had to
ﬁgure it all out. I think that’s why it resonates with so many
people. Ultimately, Mulan just followed her heart, which is
the beam of the movie. And everything turned out right in
the end. That’s kind of my philosophy in life. I’ve always
wanted to be an actress. My mother certainly did everything
in her power to dissuade me from doing it, but ultimately, I
just followed my heart and followed who I was and that’s a
great, great inspiring motto for any little boy or girl.
EDGE: Your family owned a restaurant in Pittsburgh. Were
you involved from a young age?
MNW: Yeah, very involved. It’s always interesting when you
grow up in an environment where you’re basically immersed
in your parents’ work. That’s what I did. I would do my
homework. I would socialize with the waiters and the cooks
and then, as I had free time, my mother taught me about
how to be at the cash register, doing take-outs and, then
when I was strong enough, how to do waitressing. I did it
all. It taught me a lot about business and it taught me a lot
about communicating with people—and taking their money.
[laughs] No, I’m just kidding.
EDGE: Interacting with such a variety of people every day
must have provided you with a lot of character studies for
later in life.
MNW: Absolutely. That’s a very good question because on
any given day we would have our regular customers come
through, as well as some colorful characters. Every day I

INTERVIEW

was bombarded with people! Our cooks, as well as our
waiters, all had very distinct, wonderful personalities and I
was deﬁnitely immersed in an environment where I wasn’t
just isolated in a house. Yeah, I deﬁnitely think that helped
me to always be observing and watching people. And I still
love doing that to this day. Living in New York, sometimes I
would just grab a cup of coffee and a doughnut—when I
used to eat doughnuts—and I would just sit down and
watch people walking. You would be amazed at the variety
of walks that people have. It was always fun.
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EDGE: What do you like about playing Agent May, your
character on Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D?
MNW: Whatever transpires, Agent May is very buttoneddown and maintains this incredible wall, hiding behind
her mask, so to speak. She’s one of those interesting
characters who, with every moment that she’s had, kind of
goes back to square one in some way, where she just feels
safest by not dealing with emotions. She is able to function
in life by just compartmentalizing.

www.vickipoppsalon.com
New Summit location now open
456 Springfield Avenue Summit, NJ 07901 908.967.6492
www.vickipoppsalon.com

EDGE: What happens when she tries to open up?
MNW: It never works out. It makes me laugh because the
writers know how much I want her to emote more. That’s
just the actor in me, how much I want her to be able to
share and open up. And they’re just, "Nope. Nope. Less
Ming. More May. That’s how we like her.” I think Agent May
will still stay very much the “bad-ass” that she is and I think
the audience really loves that in her. [laughs] Which is so
masochistic. Our fans know it’s all in there, because I do. I
feel it all…but then I have to ﬂatten it all up. She is absolutely,
out of all the characters I’ve ever done in my life, the
absolute opposite of who I am. Completely. You would
never see Agent May laughing at a potty joke, for sure.
EDGE: Agent May is a character in the Lego Marvel Super
Heroes video game that was released earlier this year.
You’ve actually lent your voice to a number of video games.
How does that process differ from acting onscreen, or
voicing an animated character like Mulan?
MNW: It is the most bizarre session you can ever imagine.
I really wish I had video tapes of those sessions, working
voices in games. Basically, you don’t know which version
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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they are going to pick. It depends on how the player is
playing the game. You basically say “Hi” ﬁve different or ten
different ways and I’m like, “Hi! Hello. Hey. What’s up?” Also,
a lot of it is very, very dramatic. You do weird noises like,
“Oh! You’re falling down a cliff!” It’s ultimately very, very
bizarre. You do this stuff and after three hours, four hours
of it, it’s exhausting and feels silly.You’re feeling kind of
stupid about it, but then when you see the game and how
it’s put together, you realize that all that variety does help in
different situations.
EDGE: Were video games part of your childhood?
MNW: I grew up going to the arcade every day after school
with my boyfriend and spent a lot of quarters so I just think
it’s the coolest thing that I’m in games. It’s so crazy. You’re
this little Lego character. It’s amazing. For a geek girl like me,
it doesn’t get any better. EDGE

abc/florian schneider
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IT’S A GIFT!
game on!

by christine gibbs

bANG FOR THE bUCk
channel your inner sheldon
(or amy) with the Big Bang
Theory version of Monopoly.
available at cbsstore.com.

A CERTAIN RING TO IT
you don’t have to be a genius to
play Circular Reasoning, but
(according to meNsa) it helps.
available at mensamindgames.com.

WHITE WALkERS
WELCOME
the Game of Thrones version
of Risk elevates war and
chaos to new heights.
available at battleaxegames.com.

PLUG & PLAY
strategy, logic and quick thinking
are the keys to winning Power Grid,
where the goal is to keep your
cities from going dark.
available at boardgamegeek.com.
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bUG JUICE
each interchangeable link in the
Code-A-Pillar teaches little ones
the basics of coding.
available at ﬁsher-price.com.
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TRINITAS MENTORING PROGRAMS FUEL PASSION

TRINITAS ER TECHNICIAN
ACCEPTED TO ELITE
NURSING PROGRAM
Lauren McCue (left) began her journey at Trinitas through the
HELP Program (Hospital Elder Life Program), which is designed
to prevent delirium by keeping hospitalized older patients oriented
to their surroundings. Johanna Thomas (right), Coordinator of the
HELP Program, guided Lauren through her time as a volunteer,
during which Lauren received specialized training that would
eventually help her provide quality care for patients throughout
the hospital. Lauren then worked as an Emergency Room Technician atTrinitas and was recently accepted into the Massachusetts
General Hospital Nursing Program, a program to which only 13
students are accepted into a year. “I cannot be more grateful for
my time at Trinitas. From my experiences as a volunteer to an ER
technician, Trinitas has a supportive learning environment that
allowed me to grow and ﬁnd my passion,” says Lauren.

TRINITAS NURSING CAMP VETERAN
RETURNS TO THE O.R.
Hisham Santiago, RN, began his career at Trinitas as a volunteer.
During the summer of 2008 he volunteered part-time and participated in a week of Nurse Camp at Trinitas. During Summer Nurse
Camp, students partner with nurse mentors as they perform their
daily tasks, tour the hospital, witness surgical procedures, attend
medical lectures, and earn their CPR certiﬁcation. “Nurse Camp
at Trinitas exposed me to the clinical setting of what nursing is all
about. It helped me to open my eyes,” says Hisham. From his Nurse
Camp experience, Hisham decided he wanted to become a nurse
—and so he did—and has returned to Trinitas as an OR nurse.
Hisham’s mother Brighida Santiago, RNFA is an OR nurse at
Trinitas as well!

WOMAN OF THE YEAR
Heidi Reavis, an EDGE Magazine contributor, was honored by the
Women’s City Club of New York with its 2016 Centennial Civic
Spirit Award for her work in anti-discrimination, employment law,
television and ﬁlm. Heidi has also been recognized by the
Women’s Sports Foundation for her successful work in Title IX
desegregation in scholastic sports. Her most recent EDGE story—
“How the Smartest Guy In the Room Can Be the Stupidest Guy on
the Planet”—was co-authored with Neil Parent and looks at the
ﬁve costliest legal mistakes people make. You can ﬁnd it at
edgemagonline.com/home26.htm.
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Screening Program at Trinitas Aims
to Identify Early Lung Cancer

T

rinitas Regional Medical Center has begun offering a lung

whose test results are positive, they will be assigned to work with a

cancer screening that helps identify potential lung cancers

"lung navigator" who will assist and guide the participant through the

early, and includes a program of support that draws on the

help of a "lung navigator."
Lung cancer screening is recommended (and covered by some
insurances and Medicare) for those who are between the ages of
55-77, have a smoking history of 30 “pack years” or more (an average of one pack a day for 30 years, or two packs a day for 15 years,
etc.), and are current smokers or have quit in the past 15 years.

rest of the process to help with issues and questions that arise during
diagnosis and treatment. “The lung navigator's work is not in place
of a family physician or lung specialist but, rather, an enhancement
we provide at Trinitas that gives professional assistance through a
detailed and sometimes complicated process,” Ms. Dudek said.
Patients will receive reminders regarding follow-up appointments, information, and access to someone whose speciﬁc focus
is on this topic and knows how to help patients who have contracted

According to Marie Dudek, the Managing Director of Radiology
Services at Trinitas, potential participants should contact their physician for an appointment to determine if they qualify for the program.
“Those who do qualify can contact Trinitas to obtain a form that they
can take to their family physician. Once their physician goes over
the form with them and it is ﬁlled out, they can continue on in the
program,” she explained.

lung cancer.
If you or someone you know meets the criteria described above,
please contact your physician today to begin the process of
determining if you qualify for the Trinitas lung screening program.
For more information and to obtain a copy of the screening
form, contact Trinitas at 908-994-5051. The form may also be
downloaded by visiting www.TrinitasRMC.org.

The Trinitas lung screening program begins with a low-dose CT
scan that takes about 30 seconds to complete. From there, the test
is studied, a report is written and a diagnosis is made. For those
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Trinitas Regional Medical Center is a Catholic teaching institution sponsored by the Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth in partnership with Elizabethtown Healthcare Foundation.
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Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Expanding
Horizons
Phases II and III of the hospital’s ER project are driven
by emergency care…and emergency caring.
by christine gibbs

y this time next year, the ambitious $18.7 million
expansion project for the Emergency Department
at Trinitas Regional Medical Center will be long
done. Phase I began in July of 2015 and ended
in May of this year. Phase II is already nearing completion
and the third and ﬁnal phase is targeted for early 2017.
Unlike most suburban hospitals, Trinitas is “land-locked” so
there was not much real estate available for expansion.

B

Even so, the architects and general contractor still managed
to add 24,000 square feet, which will house 45 private
spaces designed to accommodate emergency patients as
soon as possible after coming through the front door.
The expansion itself was an absolute necessity. In the last
few years, the number of patients seen annually in the
Emergency Department was double the 35,000 it was
originally designed for.
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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The Phase I improvements have already made a huge
difference. They include three new treatment areas that
provide 27 beds. The Fast Track area now has seven newly
constructed treatment bays, the Behavioral Health area has
six, and the Geriatric Unit has ﬁve new private rooms. There
will also be an ICU accommodation comprised of three new
rooms, as well as one renovated room. Once expansion is
completed, 18 more treatment spaces will be added to the
current 27 beds, which get the ﬁnal number up to the
aforementioned 45 spaces.
As with all projects of this nature, there have been some
tweaks along the way. For example, the original plans for
Phase II called for a two-story atrium waiting lounge.
However, it was decided that the space would be more
efﬁciently utilized by creating a second ﬂoor for the
department’s administrative ofﬁces. The waiting room is
now a single story, but with an entire wall of glass to bring
some of the outside in. Additional improvements include a
Radiology Suite, an Ultrasound Suite, and an Emergency
Services Lounge for the staff.

What do the people who run the Emergency Department
have to say about its progress? We sat down with Dr. John
D’Angelo, Chairman of Emergency Medicine, Dr. Abie Li,
Assistant Medical Director of Emergency Medicine and
Mercy Mallari, RN, MSN ER Director…
What is the most valuable resource added as a result
of the expansion program?
Dr. Li: The new CT scanner, for sure, since it beneﬁts
doctors and patients alike.
Dr. D’Angelo: I agree about the value of the scanner. Of
course, the most valuable ER resource is the dedicated
staff—those strong people who work to save lives every
day are our most precious resource.
Were there any issues that gave you some sleepless
nights during Phase I?
Dr. D’Angelo: Absolutely none [laughs]. The main issue
during construction has revolved around spatial challenges
—that is, how to keep the patient ﬂow unhampered despite
ongoing major construction activities.
continued on page 48
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Nurse Mallari: The ER never shuts down…the show must
always go on!

Once everything is done, how will Trinitas rate as an
ER facility?

Dr. D’Angelo: We actually experienced volume growth
during Phase I, yet the “walk-out” rate went down. It was
amazing that we were able to maintain the same level of
performance and deliver the same quality of services
despite some unavoidable inconveniences.

Dr. D’Angelo: To be fair, we should compare our ER with
similar sized facilities in comparable urban areas that
process at least 70,000 patients per year. In this group,
Trinitas’ ER is ranked among the best. Our metrics—from
time of arrival, to point of contact with provider, to ﬁnal
discharge—place us at the top of the industry. We also
have a very low rate of patients who leave without being
seen [see “Trinitas by the Numbers”]. Of course, the greater
the volume, the greater the challenge to service all patients.
I am determined as the Emergency Medicine Chairman to
right-size the department so that we can handle the daily
projected volume of patients.

What can we expect from Phase III?
Nurse Mallari: Phase III will provide an ambitious “face lift”
for all existing spaces with the goal of transforming the entire
ER into a harmonious and homogenous environment.
Dr. D’Angelo: The effort to achieve this has involved
careful planning and execution to make the ER as
comfortable, healthy, and safe as possible for patients
and visitors alike. This requires the full-blown expertise
of both the design consultant ﬁrm we hired for the entire
project, Ewing Cole, as well as the main construction
company, Barr & Barr.

When Phase III is done, how will you feel?
Dr. Li: Proud!
Nurse Mallari: Excited to serve the community…to show
them that we are here to serve them.

TRINITAS by the

NUMBERS

Average Annual Total ER Visits:

73,000
Average Wait Time for Fast Track Patients:

11 to 17 minutes

John D’Angelo, DO
Chairman, Emergency Medicine
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Abie Li, MD
Assistant Medical Director,
Emergency Medicine
Trinitas Regional Medical Center

Average Total Visit Time for Fast Track Patients:

90 minutes
Walkout Rate (No Treatment):

1.9%
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Dr. D’Angelo: I feel especially proud of the geriatric
area, which is becoming more important with the aging
of the Baby Boomers. Geriatric care is a very resourceintense operation. Speciﬁc treatment is dependent upon the
complexity of care needed by an older patient. Also, a lot of
consideration must be given to proper aftercare. The majority
of elderly patients are going to need to take advantage of
our advanced technology, such as our new CT scanner
and hand-held point-of-care bloodwork equipment that
delivers lab results in 20 minutes, instead of 90. All
architectural and construction planning for the project will
reﬂect the latest advances to assure the physical safety
of geriatrics while in our care. With the growing number of
memory care patients, training will be given to staff on upto-date testing procedures to assess levels of Alzheimer’s
and dementia impairment in order to recommend the best
ﬁnal disposition of each patient from the ER.
Why did each of you choose Emergency Medicine as
your specialty?
Dr. Li: I wanted to help as many of the sick as possible.
The ER provides a “Spice of Life” environment with a
constant ﬂow of a wide variety of people who are in need
of all kinds of help. I promised my parents I would try to help
as many people as possible. In the ER, I can do that.
Nurse Mallari: Nursing has a wide array of specialties.
During the rotation phase of my career, I felt an immediate
calling during the ER training. The adrenaline surge from
seeing a gunshot wound being treated right before my eyes
to save a life was amazing. I felt, “This is home!”
Dr. D’Angelo: My reason for selecting Emergency
Medicine has evolved over time. Somehow, I relate to how
frenetic the energy in the Emergency Department can be. It
takes a special breed of ER providers to be able to react
quickly enough to resuscitate and save a sick child, or a
parent, or a grandparent. We’re glad to be here and we’re
looking forward to building an even stronger relationship with
the entire community. We care for those who often times
are marginalized in society and have no choice about where
and who should provide them with healthcare. We are here
for them. Our doors are always open. EDGE
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A Day at the

Beach

No matter the challenges, Holly Charleton loves
everything about emergency medicine.

r. Holly Charleton, a specialist in Emergency
Medicine, is part of the Trinitas ER’s late shift.
When Dr. Charlton is not dedicating her thoughts
and energy to the patients who walk through the
door of the Emergency Department, she’s likely to be
thinking about the doctors and nurses she teams with on
her annual trips to Jamaica.

D

EDGE: When did you become afﬁliated with the American
West Indian Medical Association?
HC: While I was in training at the Brooklyn Hospital Center.
After my residency, I volunteered to participate. Jamaica
needs help. Diabetes and high blood pressure are rampant.
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

There is no Medicaid and there are few private insurance
programs to cover healthcare needs.
EDGE: How are they able to afford basic medical care?
HC: Some of the patients I see have saved up for years just
to pay for an ultrasound. Others opt to feed their children
instead of buying their meds. I remember one female patient
who came in with severe knee pain from her years of ﬁeld
work. When I removed the dirty ace bandage wrapped
around the injury, I saw that it was covered with repulsive
beige paste and pink sprinkles. Upon closer examination,
I realized that the paste was made up of mashed fruit
and the sprinkles were mashed up pain pills she had been

www.istockphoto.com
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prescribed. That taught me how much education the
Jamaican population needs today and tomorrow.

When others couldn’t help…

EDGE: What appeals to you most about emergency
medicine, both in Jamaica and here at Trinitas?

TRINITAS

HC: That’s easy…saving lives. People come in who are at
the brink of a life-or-death situation. It feels good to bring
someone back from that brink. I recently had the pleasure
to see a cardiac arrest patient I had saved who was back
in with a minor injury. He thanked me all over again. It’s
rewarding to see a patient leave and live.
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healed my wound!

EDGE: How have you personally fared through all of Phase
I expansion activity?
HC: I’ve been through worse. The construction team was
really good at minimizing our inconvenience. We actually
managed to function relatively normally throughout.
EDGE: What are some of the logistical and technical
components of a top-notch Emergency Room?
HC: Design is really important when you’re dealing with
critical patients. They need to be readily visible at all
times. All tech equipment should be state-of-the-art,
accurate and functioning—especially when it relates to
patients’ vital signs.
EDGE: What led you to specialize in ER medicine?
HC: My mother was a pediatric nurse. She often took me
to work with her, so I was always interested in medicine, but
the Emergency Room appealed to me even before I went
to med school. In the ER, you face a variety of medical
challenges involving all possible bodily parts on a daily—or,
in my case, nightly—basis. As a result, an ER practitioner
needs to develop acuity in order to respond to all those
challenges that come up fast and furiously. EDGE
Editor’s Note: Dr. Charleton spoke with editor Chris
Gibbs. She told Chris that ER doctors need to know how
to decompress during their time off. Dr. Charleton loves to
travel and does so often. At home, she hangs out with
family and friends. The key is to achieve a complete break
from the work environment: “Everyone on staff at Trinitas
knows that when you’re off, you’re off-limits.”
Share this article online in seconds:
EDGENJ.com/8406
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Proudly displaying the plaque honoring the memory of George F. Billington, are
(l. to r.) Monina Franco-Tantuico, Assistant Dean of the Trinitas School of Nursing,
Mary E. Kelley, Former Dean, David A. Fletcher, President of the Elizabethtown
Healthcare Foundation, and Rose Santee, Associate Dean.

His Legacy Continues
to Improve Nursing Education
The life of an outstanding Elizabeth hospital leader was celebrated in a way he would have loved—through a generous
donation made in his memory to the Trinitas School of Nursing. The $25,000 donation was given by the Elizabethtown
Healthcare Foundation in memory of George F. Billington, President of Elizabeth General Medical Center from 1963 until
1991. George passed away last year at the age of 86.
“This grant is being awarded in memory of George, who during his tenure played a major role in the growth and direction
of both Elizabeth General and the School of Nursing,” states David A. Fletcher, President of the Elizabethtown Healthcare
Foundation, and former president of both Elizabeth General and Trinitas. “The School in particular was near and dear
to George’s heart. Together with his counterparts at Union County College, George was instrumental in creating
groundbreaking advancements in nursing education.”
Mary Elizabeth Kelley, former Dean of the School, explains, “He helped us lay the
groundwork for our history with accrediting bodies and, more recently, our designation
as a Center of Excellence in Nursing Education by the National League for Nursing. Mr.
Billington’s leadership and interest helped to put the stamp of excellence on our School.”
Along with the Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth, the Elizabethtown Healthcare
Foundation sponsors Trinitas Regional Medical Center. The Elizabethtown Healthcare
Foundation is the former corporate parent of Elizabeth General Medical Center, and
functions as a private foundation.
The donation will help fund the purchase of a “Birthing Mom” simulated
patient model (right).
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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Top row (l-r): Elvie Solon, RN; Dr. Greco,
OB Resident; Josie Cuison, RN; Brigida
Santiago, RN/Robotic Coordinator; Dr. Labib
Riachi; Gwen Hassell, OR Scheduler;
Olga McGruder, ORT; Jennifer Soto, OR
Secretary Middle row (l-r): Essence
Spearman, ORT; Nila Parekh, LPN Bottom
row (l-r): Oscar Caciedo, ORT; Ian Quijano,
RN; Von Ryan Laxamana, RN
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Trinitas Robotic Surgery Team and
Dr. Labib Riachi Named Busiest
GYN Robotic Service in New Jersey
The robotic surgery team at Trinitas Regional Medical
Center, led by Dr. Labib E. Riachi, was recently recognized
by Intuitive Surgical as the busiest surgical center in New
Jersey for robotic gynecological surgery. Intuitive Surgical,
manufacturer of the daVinci Robotic Surgery system, also
reported that the robotic procedures performed by
Dr. Riachi at Trinitas are “among the most complex and
challenging cases being done today.”
At Trinitas, robotic surgery is used for a wide array of
gynecologic procedures, including hysterectomy, removal
of ﬁbroids and cysts, correction of vaginal prolapse
and pelvic ﬂoor disorders and procedures directed at
improving fertility in women. The robot’s 10x magniﬁcation
and 3 dimensional viewing allows the surgeon to work with
unprecedented precision.
“Using the daVinci Robotic Surgery system, we can
minimize the incisions, the bleeding, the discomfort, and the
pain as well as improve the recovery times for patients in
most cases,” Dr. Riachi explained.

“Dr. Riachi’s use of robotic surgery – with its greater
precision, quicker heal rates and reduced surgical trauma
– clearly reﬂects our commitment to our patients,” reported
Gary S. Horan, FACHE, President & Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
of Trinitas Regional Medical Center.
For the success of robotic surgery at Trinitas, Dr. Riachi
credits the Medical Center’s robotic surgical team, which
includes specially trained Registered Nurses, Operating
Room Technicians, Schedulers, Robotic Coordinators,
Licensed Practical Nurses, Residents and others. “I am very
fortunate to have such an excellent team at Trinitas. They
work together seamlessly, helping each other, helping the
patients, always with the safety of the patient in mind. We
have a great robotic team, with an impeccable safe and
efﬁcient record. They believe strongly in robotic surgery
because they can see ﬁrst-hand the beneﬁts of this
approach. ”
For more information call 908-282-2000.
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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Presbyopia...Don’t have it? Just wait.
by mark stewart

volution and genetics have blessed a little more
than half of our population with excellent distance
and reading vision. Unfortunately, the human eye
is not built for the long haul. As we age, our lenses
get a little harder and the muscles that help us focus on
near objects become a bit less dependable. Around 40

E
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years old, even people with “perfect” vision (or surgically
corrected vision) begin to notice that they don’t see upclose as well as they used to.
Welcome to the world of presbyopia…the only afﬂiction that
affects every eyeball on earth.
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“For people who’ve always had good vision, presbyopia
kind of comes as a shock and disappointment,” says Dr.
Joel Conﬁno, co-founder of The Eye Care & Surgery Center,
a three-ofﬁce practice in Central New Jersey. “Their eyes
have always performed. They don’t think it’s going to
happen to them. Now they need more light or have to
hold things further away. They come into the ofﬁce and say,
‘My eyes have gone bad!’ I’m still surprised by how many
people are surprised by it.”
According to Dr. Conﬁno, who was the ﬁrst in the area to
offer laser surgery back in 1995—and whose practice treats
the entire range of eye diseases—presbyopia also affects
people who wear contact lenses, and people who
underwent LASIK surgery in their 20s or 30s.
To the layperson, presbyopia sounds a lot more serious
than it actually is. Where does the term come from?
“It’s actually derived from the Greek word for older person,

www.istockphoto.com

presbys, and ops, the word for sight,” explains Dr. Jaime
Santamaria of the Santamaria Eye Center in Edison. “So it
translates roughly to ‘the way an older person sees.’
Interestingly, the word Presbyterian shares the same root.
A presbyter was a name for an older minister in the Greek
Orthodox Church.”

Tired of
Climbing
Stairs?
Rentals • Sales • Repairs • Buybacks

24 SOUTH AVENUE • FANWOOD
Visit our website at www.williamslifts.com
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“It is an implant in the cornea,” Dr. Conﬁno explains, “smaller
and thinner than a contact lens. It restores reading power
by creating a ‘pinhole effect’ that gives great depth of
focus in one eye—much the way a camera’s aperture
does, or what happens when you squint to see something
more clearly.”

www.istockphoto.com

TREATMENT OPTIONS
The simple ﬁx for people with otherwise good vision is a
pair of reading glasses. For current glasses-wearers, the
solution is often a pair of bifocals. Often, there is a natural
resistance to both, Dr. Santamaria points out.
If you’ve never worn glasses, the thought of being tethered
to a cheap pair of CVS readers may be unacceptable. If
glasses are already a part of your life, the idea of switching
to bifocals may be your personal line in the sand where
aging is concerned. And that’s totally understandable. Ben
Franklin, the man who invented them, took his off to pose
for the $100 bill.
Refractive surgery has been a viable option to correct
presbyopia for more than two decades, and has gone
through signiﬁcant improvement over that time. In most
cases it is a better option than LASIK, especially for patients
over 40. Refractive procedures replace the eye’s crystalline
lens with an intraocular lens, similar to what happens in a
cataract operation. In some cases, patients who undergo
these surgeries see better than they ever did. Unfortunately,
this type of procedure is not typically covered by insurance.
A relatively recent option for people who have never
experienced vision problems, or who have undergone
Lasik, is the KAMRA inlay, which was approved by the FDA
about a year ago. It restores the eye’s ability to read without
detracting from distance vision.
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

Although new in the U.S., the procedure has been used in
Europe and Asia for a decade. During that time, both the
device and the surgical procedure used to implant it have
improved and, in the year it has been available here, both
have continued to evolve, says Dr. Conﬁno, who offers
KAMRA in his practice. He says the quality and results are
consistent with the other procedures his group does.
Both Dr. Santamaria and Dr. Conﬁno stress that presbyopia
is not a disease, and therefore there should be no fear on
the part of patients in being diagnosed. EDGE
Editor’s Note: Dr. Conﬁno is a Yale University graduate
who studied medicine at the Albert Einstein School of
Medicine in New York. Dr. Santamaria trained at Columbia
Medical School and is on the faculty of Columbia’s
Harkness Eye Institute.

Joel Confino, MD
The Eye Care & Surgery Center
Westﬁeld / Warren / Iselin
newjerseyvision.com

Jaime Santamaria, MD, FACS
Santamaria Eye Center
104 Market Street
Perth Amboy, NJ 08861
santamariaeyecenter.com
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Stand
and
Deliver
Abu Alam joins the Trinitas
OB/GYN team.
by erik slagle

r. Abu Alam, MD, PA is contemplative, looking
back on his distinguished career as he sits in the
waiting room of his ofﬁce, which was once the
parlor of a private home that is more than 140
years old. He’s looking ahead to the upcoming wedding in
Chicago of his youngest daughter, thinking of Ramadan and
also settling into his new role as Interim Chairman of
Obstetrics/Gynecology at Trinitas Regional Medical Center
in Elizabeth. Trinitas welcomed Dr. Alam to its team in April,
and he quickly made an impression on both the faculty and
the hospital’s patients.

D

Elizabeth’s considerable Haitian population gives Dr. Alam
the opportunity to relate stories from his work serving in

Haitian clinics where there is often no electricity and
procedures are sometimes performed by ﬂashlight. He
dedicates several weeks each year to volunteering in Milot,
Haiti as part of his commitment to charitable work in the
impoverished island nation.
A doctor who has given much of his free time to charitable
pursuits in underserved communities around the world, Dr.
Alam is entering the next phase of his career, where he can
serve as a teacher and mentor to the next generation of
practitioners at the hospital while still working with OB/GYN
patients and bringing new lives into the world.
“I believe I’m destined to do certain things in life,” Dr. Alam
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says as he looks out the window onto Springﬁeld Avenue.
“I’ve delivered more than eight thousand babies, sometimes
close to three hundred a year. When I go to bed at night, I
know that I’ve given my patients the best care I can, whether
that’s here in New Jersey, or in Haiti. My ﬁrst priority has
always been to my patients. Money was never the goal.”

Return to His Roots
Dr. Alam has also made it his mission to provide medical
services to residents of his home country, Bangladesh. His
work in Haiti inspired him to gather a team of like-minded
medical professionals and open Nandina General Hospital,
the only medical care for miles around its village. The village
is about four hours by car from where Dr. Alam was born.
“I know that in many parts of Bangladesh malnutrition and
childbirth are areas where not enough attention can be paid
by the limited number of doctors available,” he says. “The
patients who we treat at Nandina General Hospital might
otherwise not have any treatment options available to them.
We work with equipment donated by New Jersey medical
centers to bring current, modern medical practices to
people who truly need them.”
For his philanthropy and service, Dr. Alam was awarded
the Ellis Island Medal of Honor in 2006; presented annually
to immigrants who have made signiﬁcant contributions to
America’s heritage. Dr. Alam also serves as Chairman of
the Teddy Bear Foundation, which provides support for
patients stricken with achondroplasia—commonly known
as dwarﬁsm—for the past 20 years. These children often
require multiple surgeries and painful recovery periods to
help alleviate the condition, and the Teddy Bear Foundation
raises funds to help provide the treatment and after-care
needed.

children like Theodora has made such an incredible impact
on our ability to help families who are caring for people with
this condition.”

Productive Partnership
Throughout his life, Dr. Alam has believed fate has led him
to his accomplishments on professional and personal
planes. As he sets out on his next professional endeavor
as a member of the Trinitas team, the communities the
medical center serves are fortunate to be coming under his
care and compassion.
“For many years I’ve heard about Trinitas’ reputation for
outstanding outcomes and patient satisfaction,” Dr. Alam
says. “I look forward to being a part of this wonderful team
and to working closely with the residents and students.
I expect I can learn as much from them as they may
hopefully learn from me.”
It is one thing to have practiced medicine for almost ﬁve
decades without losing your ardor and drive to serve
patients. It’s another to give so selﬂessly of your time and
energy to help those in need around the world. To be able
to balance both of those while also raising four children—
and maintaining a perspective on the things in life that are
truly important—is something else altogether. It’s a rare
amalgam to ﬁnd in a person who has seen and done as
much as Dr. Alam.
And it’s a great victory for Trinitas Regional Medical Center
to welcome him to their team. EDGE

Abu Alam, MD, PA
Vanessa Loefﬂer, who is a long-time member of the staff
at Dr. Alam’s Summit ofﬁce, established the Teddy Bear
Foundation more than 20 years ago after her daughter
Theodora was born with the condition. Loefﬂer credits
Dr. Alam with playing a key role in helping further the
Foundation’s mission.
“Dr. Alam has been instrumental in helping us grow the
Teddy Bear Foundation,” she says. “His work on behalf of
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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What’s Up, Doc?
News, views and insights on maintaining a healthy edge.

Alzheimer’s Breakthrough
Doctors know that the main culprit in the onset of Alzheimer’s Disease is a sticky
protein called beta amyloid, which accumulates in the brain as synapse-destroying
plaque. How it collects there was something of a mystery until Harvard Medical
researchers found evidence that this substance forms as protection
against pathogens that cross the blood-brain barrier, forming a “cage” around
them. The problem seems to be that the beta amyloid stays in the brain after the
invading bacteria has been eliminated. The Harvard team believes that further
research could reveal ways to treat or even prevent Alzheimer’s.

No Blind Mice
Whoever wrote the song “Three Blind Mice” probably never imagined
that, one day, they would regain their sight. Last month, the journal
Nature Neuroscience reported that Stanford University scientists
reactivated the optic nerve cables of a blind mouse,
reestablishing the link between eye and brain. In a functioning eye,
photoreceptors in the back of the retina send information to the brain
through axons, which act like electrical wires. When axons in the brain are damaged—from injury or disease—
it had been assumed that they don’t regenerate. The Stanford project proved otherwise. Researchers were
able to reactivate the retinal pathway with a combination of high-contrast visual stimulation and
biochemical manipulation.

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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Large, But In Charge
Many obese mothers-to-be are resigned to producing overweight
children. A new study, funded by the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, shows that there
is something expecting moms can do during pregnancy to tilt the
odds in their favor. Researchers found that adequate maternal
folate appears to mitigate the effects of a mother’s obesity
on her child’s health. An essential B vitamin, folate is known to
reduce a fetus’s risk for malformations affecting the brain, spine and
spinal cord. In this study, children of obese mothers with adequate folate levels had a 43% lower risk of obesity
than children of obese moms whose folate levels were considered too low.

Do Opioids Ease Pain?
The short answer is Yes. However, the longer-term impact of painkillers such
as Oxycontin and Vicodin is less clear. Neuroscientists at the University of
Colorado conducted a lab study in mice that suggests that painkillers may
actually prolong pain. It took mice treated with morphine up to 12 weeks
to recover from chronic nerve pain, while untreated mice recovered in an
average of ﬁve weeks. The researchers suspect that opioids reshape the
nervous system in ways that amplify pain signals long after an injury (or illness)
heals, prolonging discomfort.

Waist-Reducing Carbs?
“Pasta doesn’t make you fat,” celebrity chef Giada de Laurentiis likes to say.
“How much pasta you eat makes you fat.” Well, now she’s got some science to
back her up. Researchers from the Mediterranean Neurological Institute studied
more than 20,000 people throughout Italy, comparing their pasta intake, body
measurements and other criteria. They concluded that consuming pasta in
moderation (traditionally Italians eat a small serving as an opening course)
appears to contribute to a healthier body mass index and better waist-to-hip
ratio. The results of the study do not prove that pasta helps you lose
weight—only that the carbs it contains are not unhealthy. It probably
doesn’t hurt that many in the study ate foods associated with a Mediterranean
diet. They are, after all, Mediterranean.
Share this article online in seconds:
EDGENJ.com/8411
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Fall 2016 is featuring a fabulous
new spin on back-to-school fashion.

FuLL CIRCLE
(left to right)
1. Jacket: JESSICA SIMPSON; shirt: CHEROkEE; pants: XHILARATION; shoes: CIRCO
2. scarf: CAPELLI NEW YORk; top: SOPHIA + ZEkE; leggings: DkNY; shoes: CIRCO
3. top: uNDER ARMOuR; pants: MOSSIMO SuPPLY CO.; shoes: STARTER BOYS’
4. shirt: PLANET GOLD; top: DkNY; Necklace: CAPELLI NEW YORk; gouchos: ALLY B; shoes: OP
5. top: ADIDAS; pants: CHEROkEE; shoes: STARTER BOYS’

Photography by Nadine Raphael

CHILD’S PLAY

HOP TO IT
(left to right)
1. overalls: FADED GLORY; shirt: FADED GLORY; boots: CHEROkEE
2. hat: CAPELLI NEW YORk; top: MISS POPuLAR; pants: XHILARATION; boots: RACHEL
3. head band: CAPELLI NEW YORk; Jacket: CHEROkEE; dress: uS ANGELS; boots: CHEROkEE

SkATER BOYS
(left to right)
1. hoodie: RALPH LAuREN; shirt: ADIDAS; cargo pants: RALPH LAuREN; shoes: STARTER BOYS’
2. sweatshirt: RALPH LAuREN; pants: ADIDAS; shoes: CHAMPION

NO SECRETS
(left to right)
1. ear muffs: CAPELLI NEW YORk; shirt: XHILARATION; leggings: C9 CHAMPION; mittens: CAPELLI NEW YORk; boots: OLD NAvY
2. shirt: CALvIN kLEIN JEANS; shorts: ADIDAS; shoes: CROCS
3. hat: CAPELLI NEW YORk; top: SuGAR AND DIAMONDS; leggings: C9 CHAMPION; shoes: FADED GLORY
4. shirt: CALvIN kLEIN JEANS; tie: LORD AND TAYLOR kIDS; Jeans: BuFFALO DAvID BRITTON; shoes: AND1
5. head band/sunglasses: CAPELLI NEW YORk; shirt: FADED GLORY; dress: JESSICA SIMPSON; shoes: NINE WEST

Share this article online in seconds:
EDGENJ.com/8412

Models:
Kayden Johnson; Melania Lambert (Camera Ready Kids);
Kate Rood; Rajan Venkatesh (Camera Ready Kids);
Dulany Wilhelm
Photographer, Stylist, Editorial Production/Direction:
Nadine Raphael
Makeup/Hair: Alexis Martinez (T H E Artist Agency)
Post Production:Dan Jackson, DJ Studios 3D
Special Thanks
lord and taylor managers and associates: michelle cousoulis,
Jennifer lane, marisa heller, aron reis, ron miller, morena Valencia,
melissa madden, karlo canlas, Josh luke, sandy maron and tim wade.
suzanne young, owner of camera ready kids; kaila casey at
t h e artist agency; shannon rood, sangeetha rajamohan,
helen Johnson, mary lambert and amberleigh wilhelm – A great day
spent with you all and your very talented little ones! amy ramsay for
putting out the casting word! william ramsay, for helping set-up
and getting the children fed!

HOOP IT uP
(left to right)
1. headband: CAPELLI NEW YORk; top: XHILARATION;
leggings: XHILARATION; boots: #YEEHAW
2. headband: CAPELLI NEW YORk; top: PLANET GOLD;
leggings: RALPH LAuREN; boots: CHEROkEE
3. headband: CAPELLI NEW YORk; top: SOPHIA + ZEkE;
over top: PLANET GOLD; skirt: RALPH LAuREN;
boots: CHEROkEE

EDGE at Your Service

adidas • www.adidas.com
and1 • www.and1.com
buffalo david britton •
www.buffalojeans.com/buffalodavidbritton
calvin klein • www.calvinklein.com
capelli New york • www.capellinewyork.com
champion • www.champion.com
cherokee • www.cherokeeusa.com
circo • www.target.com
crocs • www.crocs.com

c9 champion • www.champion.com
dkNy • www.dkny.com
faded glory • www.walmart.com
Jessica simpson •
www.jessicasimpson.com/clothing
lord and taylor • www.lordandtaylor.com
lord and taylor kids • www.lordandtaylor.com
miss popular • www.lordandtaylor.com
mossimo supply co. • www.mossimo.com
old Navy • www.oldnavy.com

op • www.op.com
planet gold • www.planetgold.us
ralph lauren • www.ralphlauren.com
sophia + Zeke • www.lordandtaylor.com
starter boys’ • www.walmart.com
sugar and diamonds • www.lordandtaylor.com
under armour • www.underarmour.com
us angels • www.usangels.com
xhilaration • www.target.com
#yeehaw shoes • www.target.com
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FOUNDATION PEOPLE

TRINITAS HEALTH FOUNDATION
RECEIVES $17,500 FROM
bANk OF AMERICA!
Trinitas Health Foundation received a $17,500 grant from Bank of
America to support the Health Careers Exploration Program, a
constructive and aspirational after school and summer initiative
that mentors students on achievable career options, teaches them
the importance of voluntarism and motivates them to stay in
school. By offering career guidance and hands-on career
exploration opportunities, the program has unlocked valuable
economic opportunities for thousands of students from the greater
union County region, almost all of whom are from Elizabeth and
from low-income families.
Trinitas currently employs 83 program alumni and has employed
several hundred alumni throughout the program’s history. With at
least 8 MDs, 67 nurses, and a number of dentists, pharmacists and
successful alumni in every type of healthcare and non-healthcare
program proves that having faith in inner city students and giving
them the right tools will help them to rise above the obstacles that
many of them face.

ARE YOU UP TO THE CHALLENGE?
Trinitas Regional Medical Center is in the midst of a Capital
Campaign to raise $18.7 Million to expand our Emergency
Department and dramatically improve its ability to manage
extremely high patient volume and acuity levels. Our plan will
nearly double the number of patient beds, provide immediate
access to advanced diagnostic equipment and create environmentally appropriate units for pediatric, elderly, behavioral health and
non-emergent patients. With this expansion progressing on time
and on budget, we are very happy to say we are on track to unveil a
brand new ED in 2017.
We recently received some very exciting news about the campaign:
The JC kellogg Foundation has awarded us a $4 million challenge
grant, meaning that all gifts over the next three years will
be matched dollar-for-dollar until we reach $4 million! This is a
wonderful time to support the patients of Trinitas and double the
value of your gift.
Please join us and make a gift today! Your gift will be matched by
the JC kellogg Foundation, and will help us create a BIGGER,
BETTER, STATE-OF-THE-ART Emergency Department for all
of our patients! To make a gift to the Emergency Department
Capital Campaign, please contact Nadine Brechner at
nbrechner@trinitas.org or Rob Eccles at reccles@trinitas.org or
call the foundation ofﬁce at (908) 994-8249.

A NIGHT OF JAzz TO REMEMbER…
If cool jazz is your groove, joinTrinitas Health Foundation’s Jazz Celebration featuring David sanborn onThursday, November 17th.
Enjoy a light buffet supper at NJPAC followed by the concert at 8 pm. Orchestra seating, advance parking, and a memento of the
evening are included. What a cool, sweet treat of an evening! Contact Nadine Brechner (908) 994-8249 or by email at
nbrechner@trinitas.org if you’d like to purchase a ticket(s) or discuss sponsorship opportunities.

Submit your EDGE People event at www.edgemagonline.com

Community Events
We welcome the community to our programs that are designed to educate and inform. Programs are subject to change.

SEMINARS
All Seminars will be held at the
CORE Building, 1164 Elizabeth Ave., Elizabeth, NJ
(Enter parking lot from South Broad St., next to Fire House)
Light dinner will be served. Call (908) 994-8939 to register.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

5:30 pm

Vaccines: When and why do I need
vaccines? Pneumonia, Flu etc.
Speaker: Dr. Clark Sherer
Medical Staff President
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Health Services with Women In Mind
Trinitas helps provide women access to vital health
services with a focus on preventive measures. These
include educational programs and cancer screenings.
Programs offered in English and Spanish.
To learn more about these services, contact Amparo
Aguirre, (908) 994-8244 or at amaguirre@trinitas.org

Ask the Pharmacist:
Medication Management
Free of charge, by appointment only.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday, 11:30 am - 1:00 pm
Call (908) 994-5237

5:30 pm

Veins: Getting a Leg up on Varicose
Veins
Learn about Varicose veins their causes and treatments
Speaker: Dr. Timothy Wu
Vascular Specialist
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

TBD

Diabetes: ABC’s of Diabetes
Learn to better manage, reduce risks and complications.
Speaker: Dr. Ari Ekmann, Chief of Endocrinology and
Kathleen McCarthy, RN, CDE (Certified Diabetes Educator)

TRINITAS HEALTH
FOUNDATION EVENTS
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17

Jazz Celebration
featuring David Sanborn
New Jersey Performing Arts Center, Newark, NJ
For more information about the Foundation or to learn
more about its fundraising events, (908) 994-8249 or
nbrechner@trinitas.org.
Proceeds from these and other events benefit the patients
of Trinitas Regional Medical Center. Making reservations
for Foundation events is fast and easy on your American
Express, MasterCard, Visa or Discover card!

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

TBD

Parkinson’s Disease: What is it and
coping with the diagnosis
Speaker: Dr. Vasyl Pidkaminetskiy
Primary Care Physician

COMMUNITY EVENTS
St. John’s Summit Concert Series
A variety of musical genres open to the community
Sunday, October 2, 2016 3:00 pm
The Zukerman Trio
Featuring the iconic Pinchas Zukerman
Tickets are $50 (Children 12 & under $30)

MEDICAL AND
bEHAVIORAL HEALTH
SUPPORT GROUPS
Diabetes Management Support Group
Monthly, First Monday, 2:00 - 3:00 pm
Kathleen McCarthy, RN, CDE (Certified Diabetes Educator)
Open to both diabetics and non-diabetics who want to
learn more about diabetes prevention.
65 Jefferson Street, 2nd Floor, Elizabeth, New Jersey
Call (908) 994-5502 for further information or registration

Sleep Disorders
If you or someone you know experiences problems
sleeping, consider contacting the Trinitas Comprehensive
Sleep Disorders Center in Elizabeth. Another location can
be found in Cranford at Homewood Suites by Hilton with
easy access on and off the Garden State Parkway. Both
centers are headed by a medical director who is board
certified in sleep medicine, internal medicine, pulmonary
medicine, and intensive care medicine, and is staffed by
seven certified sleep technologists.
For further information, call (908) 994-8694 to learn more
about the Trinitas Comprehensive Sleep Disorders Center
or visit www.njsleepdisorderscenter.org

Narcotics Anonymous
Monday 7:00 – 8:30 pm
Sunday 12:00 noon – 2:00 pm; Sunday 5:00 – 6:30 pm
Jean Grady, Community Liaison, (908) 994-7438
Grassmann Hall, 655 East Jersey St., Elizabeth

TCCC SUPPORT GROUPS Alcoholics Anonymous
Friday 7:30 pm – 8:45 pm
Conference Room A or Conference Room B
Trinitas Comprehensive Cancer Center
225 Williamson Street, Elizabeth New Jersey 07207

Jean Grady, Community Liaison, (908) 994-7438
Grassmann Hall, 655 East Jersey St., Elizabeth

All events take place from 1pm to 3pm.
Call (908) 994-8535 for 2016 schedule.

HIV Education and Support Program
for HIV Positive Patients

Living with Cancer

Monthly. Call for scheduled dates/times.

Viviendo con Cáncer, Grupo De Apoyo

Judy Lacinak, (908) 994-7605

Living with Breast Cancer

Early Intervention Program Clinic, 655 Livingston St.
Monastery Building, 2nd Floor, Elizabeth

Viviendo con Cáncer de Mama
Caregiving Support Group

Mental Illness Support Group (NAMI)
for Spanish Speaking Participants

Saturday, November 5, 2016 7:00 pm
Wei Luo, the young multiple-award winning piano phenom
Tickets are $30 (Children 12 & under $15)

Viviendo con Cáncer, Grupo De Apoyo

4th Friday of each month except August, 6:30 pm - 8:30 pm

Viviendo con Cáncer, Apoyo Familiar

Mike Guglielmino, (908) 994-7275
Martha Silva, NAMI 1-888-803-3413

St. John’s Lutheran Church, 587 Springfield Ave., Summit, NJ
For tickets or more information visit
www.stjohnssummit.org/concert-tickets
or call (908) 206-4250.

For more information on any TCCC support programs and
to RSVP, please contact Roxanne Ruiz-Adams, LSW,
(908) 994-8535. Por favor llame al (908) 994-8535 para
confirmar su asistencia.

6 South Conference Room, Williamson Street Campus
225 Williamson Street, Elizabeth

TRINITAS CHILDREN’S THERAPY SERVICES
899 Mountain Avenue, Suite 1A, Springfield, NJ • (973) 218-6394

“10 Tips…” Workshops

Fall Programs: Oct. 10 - Jan. 20

Come take part in the 7th year of our highly successful
Ten Tips Workshop Series. The series is for parents,
teachers, or other individuals who work with young
children and focus on practical strategies that can be
easily implemented into daily classroom and/or home
routines. All of our workshops offer suggestions that are
appropriate for all children with an emphasis placed on
children with special needs and those who may be on the
Autism Spectrum.

All programs are offered once a week for 45 minutes
at Trinitas Children’s Therapy Services, 899 Mountain
Avenue, Suite 1A, Springfield, New Jersey 07081

All workshops take place at the Trinitas Children’s Therapy
Services Center, 899 Mountain Ave, Suite 1A, Springfield
NJ. Workshops are $15 each.
September 20, 2016 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Talking to Parents about a Struggling Student
October 18, 2016 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Understanding Early Intervention and
Special Education Services

These programs and/or group therapy sessions are a
great alternative to individual therapy. They give children
the opportunity to address key developmental areas
in structured but busier environments that are more
reflective of typical real-life home and school situations.

Scribbles to Script Handwriting Program
An opportunity for children from preschool (prewriting)
through elementary (cursive) school to participate in multisensory fine motor, visual-motor, and visual-perceptual activities to learn pre-writing skills, proper letter formation,
and writing within the given lines using the Handwriting
Without Tears program. Help to reinforce learning and
make writing fun! Overseen by an OT.

Sports Readiness

November 15, 2016 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Gross Motor Skills During
Small Group Activities

An introduction for children into several fall/winter sports,
including soccer, basketball, football, bowling, and kickball,
in a non-competitive group setting. Overseen by a PT.

January 17, 2017 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Sensory/Attention Skills During
Small Group Time Activities

Social Butterflies

February 21, 2017 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Sensory/Tactile Processing
During Circle Time Activities
March 21, 2017 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Gross Motor Skills
During Circle Time Activities
April 18, 2017 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Fine Motor Skills
During Circle Time Activities
May 16, 2017 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Sensory/Tactile Processing
During Large Group Activities Time Activities
June 13, 2017 6:00 pm – 7:30 pm
10 Tips for Building Gross Motor Skills
into Large Group Activities
For more information or to register for this last workshops,
please contact Christine German, OTD, OTR, at
(973) 218-6394, ext. 4012, or email CGerman@trinitas.org

An opportunity for children to engage in activities to address
turn taking, topic maintenance, appropriate question asking,
following non-verbal cues, and using manners. Overseen
by a speech & language pathologist and/or an OT.

Typing Whizkids
An opportunity for children to learn efficient
keyboarding/typing skills, including key location and finger
placement, and speed and accuracy. Overseen by an OT.

My Trinitas Movement Groups
for 3 - 6 months, 6 months - 1y/o, 1 - 2 y/o, & 2 - 3 y/o
Children and parents/caregivers will participate in movement-based activities to address social interaction, turn-taking, following directions, motor planning, coordination, and
motor skills. Sign up for 1 week or the whole 12 weeks.

Cook With Us
An opportunity for children to learn the basics of daily nutrition and fitness in a practical and fun environment, while
engaging in simple meal and snack preparation. Overseen
by a PT and personal trainer.

Parents Night Out
Drop your child(ren) off for a few hours of fun play time, a
movie and a snack, while mom and dad enjoy a much
needed night out. Takes place quarterly.
To register for any programs or for more information,
please contact Kevin Nelson at knelson@trinitas.org,
(973) 218-6394, ext. 13, or fax (973) 218-6351.
To learn more, visit www.childtherapynj.com

this page sponsored by

Touch
a Life

BE A PART OF
SOMETHING GREAT.
Join the Auxiliary of
Trinitas Regional Medical Center.

Our Auxiliary supports the services provided to our
communities by Trinitas Regional Medical Center.
In addition, we conduct fundraising activities for
Trinitas’ benefit, and we also encourage volunteering
at the Medical Center. In recent years, Trinitas
Auxilians have helped provide an electronic medical
record system for our Department of Behavioral
Health, and new cardiac monitors for the Trinitas
Emergency Department.
For $20 per year, you will become an active member
of the Trinitas Auxiliary – a vibrant organization
dedicated to the highest quality healthcare for your
community. You will also:
• Be invited to membership meetings with
complimentary lunch
• Receive discounts (upon presentation of a
valid Auxiliary membership card) on Trinitas
Gift Shop items and food in the Trinitas cafeteria and coffee shop
• Attend educational seminars on timely issues
• Join exciting trips to such places as theater
venues, area casinos and shopping outlets

You can touch many lives,
starting today!
Help us to continue making a difference! Please make
your check payable to: Auxiliary of Trinitas RMC
Mail to:

Membership Chair
Auxiliary of Trinitas RMC
PO Box 259
Elizabeth, NJ 07207-0259

You are welcome to call us at: (908) 994-8988

www.istockphoto.com
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State of Play
John Nash, Ralph Kramden and Game Theory in New Jersey
by luke sacher

orry, Harvard and Yale. When it comes to Game
Theory, you’re just safety schools. The Einsteins
at Princeton basically wrote the book used by
everyone from economists and multinational
corporations to defense strategists and Survivor
contestants. Which, for all practical purposes, makes New
Jersey the birthplace of Game Theory. Most of us were
introduced to the idea of Game Theory in the 2001 ﬁlm
A Beautiful Mind, starring Russell Crowe as Princeton
professor John Nash. Some may remember the Matthew

S

Broderick vehicle, War Games (“Shall we play a game?”),
which introduced the concept to moviegoers as far back
as 1983.
Whether you realize it or not, if you happen to be the parent
of a college-bound teenager, Game Theory is coming
into play again, this time in a much more personal way. Both
the application process and admissions process involve
the fundamentals of high-stakes probability that were
originally hammered out by three Princetonians: John Von
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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courtesy of the world economic forum

Neumann, Oskar Morganstern and Nash (above)—right
here in the Garden State. More on these three on page 78.
In a twist that this trio would no doubt appreciate, many
colleges now invite young applicants to expound on Game
Theory in their essay options. So let’s just say that it’s good
to know what you’re getting into.

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

Game Theory is the application of mathematical probability
and symbolic logic to the understanding of rational human
behavior in interactive situations between two or more
“players.” It takes how we expect individuals to behave, or
to make decisions, and then adds the element of interaction
with others who are also seeking to maximize their beneﬁts
by acting rationally. In other words, Game Theory is no
game at all. Rather, it is a tool for analyzing situations where
each player is exercising “strategic interdependence”—
calculating actions and outcomes based on the decisions
of others in the game.

THE ADVERTISER’S DILEMMA
In its most basic form, Game Theory helps to understand
situations that are familiar to all of us. Take the “Advertiser’s
Dilemma.” Two companies producing a similar product
(let’s say Hershey and Nestlé and chocolate bars) are in
competition with each other for customers. The maximum

73
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payoff for both companies happens if both do not advertise,
since they are saving the expense of advertising. The
minimum payoff for each company happens if it chooses
not to advertise and the rival company does—thus cratering
its market share. So both companies decide to advertise,
dividing market share more or less evenly while squeezing
out a small proﬁt.
Even if Hershey and Nestlé were to hammer out a
gentleman’s agreement not to advertise, the two companies
would likely operate in a state of sustained paranoia that the
other might betray them and advertise (which is no way to
run a business). The lesson Game Theory teaches us in
this case is that expending resources and not getting much
in return is preferable to not expending resources and
risking getting even less. It’s akin to the spiraling logic
employed by Ralph Kramden when he launches into one
of his “You know that I know that you know that I know…”
soliloquies in a Honeymooners rerun.

cbs television distribution

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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The difference between Ralph Kramden and John Nash
(who, ironically, were contemporaries) is that Nash was
able to express this idea mathematically and arrive at an
elegant, logical conclusion—for which he eventually won
a Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics, in 1994. The Nash
Equilibrium, his solution concept for non-cooperative
competition, is now employed in one way or another in
almost every aspect of global business.

GAMING THE SYSTEM
Although all roads leading to college run through Princeton
(where SATs, ACTs, Achievement and Advanced Placement
exams are scored by the College Entrance Examinations
Board), only 6 percent of the 30,000 or so kids applying to
New Jersey’s top school will get in. That leaves a lot of
smart kids looking elsewhere, and this is where a ﬁrm grasp
of Game Theory can be helpful.
If your kids can write with imagination and authority on the
topic of Game Theory in a college essay, more power to
them. Not only have they managed to stand out in a
crowded ﬁeld, they have made the job of the admissions
ofﬁcers reading that essay easier. Which increases their
chances of landing on the acceptance pile. If that sounds

www.istockphoto.com
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OUTSTANDING
Who has the power in the college entrance process? The more skilled player. A recent article in the Wall Street Journal
offered some thoughts on gaming the admissions system:
• Play the Oboe or the Harp, and play it well. The old
ideal of the All-American athlete/Latin scholar/musicalcomedy star is long gone. Schools today want to see
a lot of talent in a speciﬁc ﬁeld, though exactly what
they’re looking for varies. Colleges are looking more for
a well-rounded class than well-rounded freshmen.

• Move to Idaho. Seriously. Colleges and universities
want geographic diversity.
• Get a life. A survey by the National Association for
College Admission Counseling found that extracurriculars now rank ninth in importance. Grades in
college prep courses were #1. Colleges like to see

• Spend a summer at the school of your choice. A

students who take time to develop into more complete

growing number of schools, like Brandeis and Harvard,

human beings, including those who take a gap year

are trying to get to know potential applicants by offering

after high school to explore the world.

summer programs. Some let high school kids take
college courses and earn college credit.

Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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like an example of Game Theory within Game Theory,
then you’re getting it! The fact is that—because of the
sheer volume of applications they now receive—college
admissions departments are applying Game Theory to their
acceptance strategies.
Let’s say that a school has 10,000 qualiﬁed applicants for
1,000 openings in the incoming freshman class. How
many should it accept, given that an unknown percentage
will inevitably decide to attend another college to which
they have also been accepted? If the college accepts
3,000 and half show up for orientation, the extra 500 kids
will overwhelm the school. But what if, of those 3,000,
only 10 percent decide to attend? With 300 incoming
freshmen instead of 1,000, a ﬁnancial crisis would almost
certainly ensue.
In this game, one of the players is the college and the other
is the student. Both are attempting to make decisions
under conditions of uncertainty and incomplete or “hidden”
continued on page 79
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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GAME ON
There are four core elements of all games:
1) Players (sometimes called agents)

A game theorist typically uses these elements, along with
a solution concept of their choosing (such as the Nash
Equilibrium), to deduce a set of equilibrium strategies for

2) Information available to each player, whether

each player. These equilibrium strategies help determine

complete or incomplete, symmetric (common to

a stable state in which either one outcome occurs or a

all players) or asymmetric (unique to individual

set of outcomes occur with known probability. If these

players)

strategies have been correctly calculated, no player can
proﬁt by unilaterally deviating from his or her strategy.

3) Actions available to each player at each “move,”
whether simultaneous or sequential, made by the
players based on their information
4) Payoffs (positive or negative) available to each

However, where Game Theory falls apart is when one or
more players acts irrationally. In poker, it’s not the end of
the world.
In thermonuclear warfare, it is.

player for each outcome of their actions

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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NEW JERSEY’S “bIG THREE”
Oskar Morgenstern
(1902-1977)
Morgenstern grew up in Vienna,
Austria and graduated from the
University of Vienna in 1925.
After earning his doctorate in
political science, he succeeded
Nobel laureate economist
Friedrich Von Hayek as director
e
itut
inst
es
mis
the
of the Vienna Institute for
courtesy of
Business Cycle Research, and held the position until the
Nazi annexation of Austria in 1938. Fortunately, he was
visiting Princeton University at that precise moment, where
he met and befriended John Von Neumann. The two began
a six-year collaboration at Princeton that would result
in the publication of The Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior in 1944, which is universally recognized as the ﬁrst
book on Game Theory.

John Von Neumann
(1903-1957)
Von Neumann (below left, with physicist J. Robert
Oppenheimer) was born on December 28, 1903, in
Budapest, Hungary. By the age of 8, he was familiar with
differential and integral calculus, and published his
ﬁrst paper at the age of 18. He earned his ﬁrst degree at
the University of Budapest in 1925, in Chemical Engineering,
and his doctoral degree in Mathematics in 1928.
Von Neumann was invited to visit Princeton
University in 1930, and when the Institute for
Advanced Studies was founded there in 1933, he
was appointed to be one of the original six
Professors of Mathematics—a position he retained
for the remainder of his life. Von Neumann was
known on campus for playing German marching
music too loud (annoying his friend Albert
Einstein), always wearing formal suits, and his
notorious distracted driving. He frequently read

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

books while operating his vehicle, occasioning numerous
arrests, as well as accidents. Von Neumann was not only
one of the fathers of Game Theory, he also worked on the
mathematical formulation of quantum mechanics, made
invaluable contributions to the Manhattan Project, and was
involved in the development of the ﬁrst programmable digital
computers.

John Forbes Nash, Jr.
(1928-2015)
Nash was born June 13, 1928 in Blueﬁeld, West Virginia,
where he demonstrated his exceptional talent for
mathematics as early as age 10. He was accepted to
Carnegie Tech on a full Westinghouse scholarship and
graduated at age 19 with a Master’s Degree in Mathematics.
Nash then won a graduate studies scholarship from
Princeton University in 1948. From the early 1950s to the
mid-1980s, Nash suffered tortuously from extreme bouts of
psychosis, and was often hospitalized and institutionalized.
Forty-four years after completing his revolutionary 27-page
doctoral dissertation at Princeton, he shared the 1994
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences with game
theorists Reinhard Selten and John Harsanyi. His theories
and algorithms continue to be used today in the ﬁelds
of economics, computing, politics, accounting, military
strategy, and even evolutionary biology. On May 23, 2015,
Nash and his wife Alicia were killed in an accident while riding
in a taxi on the New Jersey Turnpike.
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information. It’s been described as a chess match, but
it’s not. Poker is the game here. And in poker, you don’t
always need the better hand to win—you can also win by
maneuvering your opponent into a bad decision.
The college is trying to reduce uncertainty and achieve its
goals by convincing the most qualiﬁed applicants to show
up on their campus instead of someone else’s, even if that
other school might represent a better choice. The win here
for the school is ﬁlling the 1,000 spots with the most
talented group of freshmen possible. The student, of
course, is trying to wangle as many acceptance letters as
he or she can, in order to go to the best possible college.
The win for the teenager is gaining acceptance to that
coveted “reach” school, ideally under the best ﬁnancial
circumstances. Keep in mind, for every kid that gets into a
reach school, there is probably a more qualiﬁed student
who is rejected, often because the admissions department
“knows” the better student is headed elsewhere anyway.
Which is why no reach school is ever a slam-dunk rejection.
One aspect of Game Theory that has come into play in a
big way on the admissions side is the extensive wait listing
of qualiﬁed applicants. This strategy gives schools more
time to understand and evaluate the pool of prospective
freshmen, and to create more certainty in achieving bottomVisit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com
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line goals. Of course, our kids are bright enough to know
the correct response: Apply to 30 schools!
It’s a solution both Kramden and Nash, in their own utterly
unique and ingenious ways, would probably appreciate.
EDGE
Editor’s Note: Luke Sacher has written for EDGE on the
greatest disaster ﬁlms and Baby Boomers’ beloved
dangerous toys. He spent countless hours researching this
story, watching online lectures by distinguished professors
and reading several graduate theses.
Luke believes that Nash’s contributions to Game Theory
offer keen insights on human behavior, however he says
that basing the world economy on the ideas of a paranoid
schizophrenic worries him sometimes.

Share this article online in seconds:
EDGENJ.com/8413
www.istockphoto.com
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No Longer
a Game

Will your kid’s summer on the sofa translate into a
six-figure salary…or college scholarship?
by mark stewart
hat’s it…no more video games! What parent of
slothful teenagers hasn’t issued this threat? And
yet, here we are, at the dawn of a new era, when
low-energy “gamers” are increasingly on the radar
of higher education. More and more colleges are
assembling “eSports” teams to carry their school colors
into virtual battle, in hopes of securing much-coveted
championship banners—which they aim to ﬂy side-by-side
with those won by traditional sports teams. A handful of
schools are even offering scholarships.

T

Has the world gone completely mad? Have you just
discovered a way to cover college tuition?
Maybe. And, again, maybe.
It doesn’t take much of a business mind to grasp what
a huge industry video gaming has become. Rare is
the young man who hasn’t gone down the rabbit hole
playing some online battle game only to emerge,
unshowered, hours or days later with a temporary case
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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of PTSD. Multiply that by, oh, half a billion connected
adolescents and 20-somethings worldwide, and you
get a sense of how big the market and its potential is. The
actual numbers are a bit foggy, but most experts agree
that somewhere between 600 and 700 million people
participate in online games, which equates roughly to
40 percent of the planet’s digitally connected population.
More than 200 million people actually sit in front of their
computers and watch others play these battle games, like
an NFL fan watches the Jets or Giants. One wonders how
anything in the non-online world gets done, or how dating
is even possible.
On college campuses across North America, eSports
teams have been representing their schools unofﬁcially for
years. There are several leagues that hold competitions and
tournaments for players from more than 350 colleges and
universities. Most are the digital equivalent of “club” teams—
sanctioned and supported, but not part of an ofﬁcial athletic
program. Young men and women (but mostly men) who
were slumped in dorm rooms gaming with their buddies,
got good enough to compete online against their peers at
other schools, and the video game industry was all too
happy to create an infrastructure for them to do so.
The school that changed the game was Robert Morris
University, in Chicago. In 2014, RMU ofﬁcially added
eSports to its athletic program. It began recruiting the
country’s best League of Legends players with the lure of
partial scholarships. The move paid immediate dividends:
Robert Morris was featured on a 60 Minutes segment,
bringing the university unprecedented recognition. Several
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

small schools followed suit and, in 2016, UC
Irvine became the ﬁrst large Division I school
to offer eSports scholarships. Irvine, a PAC12 university, has gone all-in, doling out
enough scholarships to build two 5-player
League of Legends teams. And this fall,
top gamers (both scholarship and nonscholarship) will be able to compete in a new
3,500 sq. ft. facility with 80 computer
terminals.

Tom Parham, Irvine’s Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs,
says that the school’s eSports program will be built on
competition, academics, entertainment and community.
“We hope to attract the best gamers from around the
world,” he says, adding that, “our academic programs in
computer-gaming science, digital arts, computer science,
engineering, anthropology, law, medicine, neuroscience
and behavior create a strong foundation for research and
inquiry related to gaming.”
If history tells us anything, it’s that where one PAC-12
Conference school goes for glory, the others soon follow.
By the end of 2017, the conference almost certainly will
have absorbed eSports teams and tournaments into its
existing athletic structure, meaning that scholarships from
other PAC-12 schools won’t be far behind. Those schools,
by the way, include Stanford, USC, UCLA and UC Berkeley.
That means you may soon be screaming at your kid to stay
on the couch and keep playing—otherwise he or she won’t
get into Stanford. So yes, the world has gone a little mad.
Then again, don’t get your hopes up. Your child may be a
video game prodigy, but the moment top colleges begin
offering full scholarships, the competition is going to
get nasty. Right now, the world’s best gamers don’t even
bother going to college. They are plucked out of their
parents’ basements by heavily sponsored eSports teams
to compete in international tournaments as professional
gamers. They earn salaries and endorsement dollars that
can easily get into six ﬁgures. Their team owner houses,
clothes and feeds them and hires coaches and trainers to
keep on top of them, and to keep them on top of their
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LoL
League of Legends—LoL or just
plain League, for short—is the
multiplayer online battle game
favored by a high percentage of
eSports

teams.

Each

player

controls a character called a
champion, who has unique abilities
that hopefully mesh with those of
other champions on the same
team. The goal is to destroy an opponent’s ﬁercely

friends or classmates in the same room, or complete

defended Nexus (think Capture the Flag), with each

strangers at consoles thousands of miles apart. About 30

champion gaining strength he-she-it ﬁghts his-her-its way

million people play League of Legends. A day.

through the game. A ﬁve-player LoL team can be ﬁve

games. Typically, team members live together under one
roof and practice as a team 10 to 12 hours a day, six days
a week. This is called the “gaming house” model. On some
teams, players live separately but meet in a common
location for practice. This is called the “ofﬁce” model.
Either way, when they enter a tournament, they function like
a well-oiled machine. By the time every dollar is accounted
for, a sponsor’s investment (sponsors include major brands
such as Monster, Hyundai and Geico, as well as various
computer companies and even some venture capital
groups) can top a million dollars annually.
Morgan Spurlock, who nearly killed himself eating three
meals a day at McDonald’s for the ﬁlm Super Size Me,
immersed himself in the eSports world for a recent
episode of Inside Man on CNN. He spent time with
LA-based Counter Logic Gaming (aka CLG), the 2015
North American champions, playing and training with the
likes of Yiliang Peter Peng (right), a 23-year-old born-andbred Californian who goes by the handle “Doublelift” in
the eSports world; CLG’s general manager, Matthew
“MaTTcom” Marikian describes him as the LeBron

of gaming. Spurlock
wasn’t shocked by
the level of skill
demonstrated by the
CLG players. However,
he was surprised by
the contributions of the
grown-ups in the room.
“It’s incredible to see
the amount of coaching
courtesy of counter logic gaming
that goes into being an
eSports athlete,” he said during his report. “It’s just like being
any other type of athlete.”
Tadayoshi “Hermit” Littleton conﬁrms the huge role
management plays in the formation of a world-class team.
An avid player in college during the pre-scholarship days,
he became the coach for NRG eSports in 2016 after
guiding Spanish-based Origen to an impressive string of
ﬁrst- and second-place ﬁnishes in European League of
Legends competition. NRG is the third pro team Littleton
has assembled.
VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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“There are two types of
players we look for,”
Littleton (left) explains.
“One can do everything
at the highest level. Their
talent is really obvious.
We also look for players
who are very teamcourtesy of origen
oriented. They can be
harder to identify from
their solo scores, but with my experience I am able to
spot them.”
Littleton says communication is the most critical component
in building a team, and considers this his specialty as a
coach. Getting the players to mesh as he likes can take
about a month, but sometimes the best individual players
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to play a true team game, which can slow
down the process.

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com

“It depends on how much of a knowledge sponge they are,”
he says.
Before college scholarships changed the game, so to
speak, many eSports player turned pro, pocketed enough
cash to pay for college and then went back to school—
much to the relief of their parents. Top-tier gamers tend
to be pretty intelligent, so for most of their lives, higher
education was a foregone conclusion. Imagine the parent
whose son or daughter announces that college is off the
board, and that they plan to become professional gameplayers. Doublelift’s parents didn’t speak to him for three
years, even though he may have made close to a million
dollars during that time.
So what does this all mean? Probably that your parenting
skills need to keep up with your child’s eSports skills. The
better they are at playing their games, the more prepared
you may need to be to help them make the right decision—
now and come college time. EDGE
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IT’S A GIFT!
smart about sports

by christine gibbs

QUICk CHANGE

STRING THEORY
the babolat Play smart racquet uses
embedded performance sensors to
keep you at the top of your game.
available at babolat.com.

designed for serious cyclists, optic Nerve
Amino multi-lens sunglasses employ
sideswipe technology to make swapping among
four lenses easy. available at nashbar.com.

GROUND CONTROL
Nike’s Tiempo soccer cleats
combine comfort and performance
with an ingenious anti-clog
traction technology.
available at soccercorner.com.

POOL COOL
the Xmetrics Swim Monitor attaches to the
back of your goggles and generates real-time
audio feedback. available at xmetrics.it.usa.

WHEEL GENIUS
the electric ebike comes
from the same folks who
created the smart car.
available at smart.com.

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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JOSEPHINE’S PLACE AND
TRINITAS TEAM UP
Josephine’s place has long been a staple in the Elizabeth community as a refuge for women who have come across hard times.
The center has evolved to include workshops, events, and even a
community garden. Trinitas has played a big role in the expansion
of the center’s services and events, more particularly through CPR
Training. karen Lukenda, CPR Instructor at Trinitas, has held
ongoing certiﬁcation classes that provide attendees with up-todate lifesaving tactics at no cost.

STRENGTH IN NUMbERS
Ashley Schultz, Robert Schultz and Lloyd Perkel welcome
customers to the new Short Hills location of Schultz Furrier and
M. Blaustein, at 516 Millburn Avenue. The two multi-generational
businesses, renowned for service, style and selection—and
respectful competitors for six decades—have merged to offer
clients the complete luxury outerwear experience.

TRINITAS
SCHOOL OF
NURSING
WELCOMES
NEW DEAN
Trinitas welcomes Donna
Penn, MSN, new Dean of the
Trinitas School of Nursing.
Donna comes from Mercer
County Community College,
where she served as the Director of Nursing Education and provided leadership and oversight for all aspects of the Associate’s
Degree program. Throughout her career she has developed
partnerships to ensure seamless academic progression of
graduates and their success.

Submit your EDGE People event at www.edgemagonline.com

zIkA VIRUS FORUM
EASES CONCERNS
Trinitas Regional Medical Center collaborated with the City
of Elizabeth to host a forum on the Zika virus on July 17th and
informed the general public on not only the status of the virus, but
preventative measures as well. Dr. William Farrer and Dr. Munir
Nazar were able to elaborate on the origins and prenatal effects
of the Zika virus.

Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com

EDGE takes you inside
the area’s most creative kitchens.

The

Chef

Recommends

Paragon Tap & Table • Chicken with Wild Mushroom Ravioli
77 Central Ave. • CLARk
(732) 931-1776 • paragonnj.com
This light combination, created for the summer menu, features chicken served with wild
mushroom ravioli and trufﬂed mushroom sauté, ﬁnished with a red wine demi. We always
offer fun, new combinations that showcase locally sourced ingredients.
— Eric B. LeVine, Chef/Partner

BoulevardFive72 • Grilled “Chermoula” Organic Salmon
572 Boulevard • kenILwORTh
(908) 709-1200 • boulevardﬁve72.com

— Scott Snyder, Chef/Owner

Arirang Hibachi Steakhouse • Wasabi Crusted Filet Mignon
1230 Route 22 West • MOunTAInSIDe
(908) 518-9733 • partyonthegrill.com
We prepare a crusted 8-ounce ﬁlet mignon served with gingered spinach, shitake
mushrooms, and a tempura onion ring.

Daimatsu • Crab Avocado Salad
860 Mountain Ave. • MOunTAInSIDe
(908) 233-7888 • daimatsusushibar.com
One of my favorite creations—I prepare something different every week—Crab Avocado
Salad features snow crab, chipotle jelly, avocado, cilantro, lime soy dressing with yuzu
citrus foam and caviar on top.
— Momo, Chef

VISIT US ON THE WEB www.edgemagonline.com
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This Mediterranean-inspired, signature dish is served with ﬁngerling potatoes, roasted
golden-beet purée and a whole grain mustard sauce. The salmon is sourced from the
North Atlantic’s Faroese Island Fiords by Boulevard’s own seafood company.
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Publick House • Crispy French Cut Chicken
899 Mountain Ave. • MOunTAInSIDe
(908) 233-2355 • publickhousenj.com
Our crispy french cut chicken is brined overnight, then seared to give it perfectly crisp skin.
It is beautifully paired with earthy shiitakes and creamy polenta. The ﬂavor is deepened by
the addition of roasted shallots, capers, and white wine. An update on a comfort food
classic, the french cut chicken is perfect any night of the week.
— Kara Decker, Executive Chef

Luciano’s Ristorante & Lounge • Warm Goat Cheese Salad
1579 Main Street • RAhwAY
(732) 815-1200 • lucianosristorante.com
The warm goat cheese salad with tender greens and a mulled cabernet dressing and
toasted pine nuts is a signature appetizer at Luciano's, where fresh ingredients and
personable service in a beautiful Tuscan décor create a ﬁne dining experience. Our menus
are seasonally inﬂuenced to feature the best of what’s available in the market.

restaurants on the EDGE

— Joseph Mastrella, Executive Chef/Partner

Morris Tap & Grill • Pan Seared Sea Bass
500 Route 10 West • RAnDOLPh
(973) 891-1776 • morristapandgrill.com
This light dish, which incorporates heirloom tomatoes, exempliﬁes how we showcase local
produce. Pan-seared sea bass is served with tomato conﬁt and tomato broth, and served
over corn and sweat pea risotto.
— Eric B LeVine, Chef/Partner

Boulevard Seafood Company • Jumbo Lump Crab Cakes
49 West Main Street • SOMeRvILLe
(908) 722-0600 • boulevardseafoodcompany.com
Hand-made cakes using the freshest jumbo lump crab from our own market, seared and
served atop a "succotash" featuring Jersey fresh corn, ﬁnished with a decadent caper-basil
butter sauce. They can also be purchased to cook and serve at home from our retail market,
open during restaurant hours!
— Scott Snyder, Chef/Owner
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Spirit: Social Eatery and Bar • Double Cheddar Infused Burger
250 Morris Ave. • SPRIngFIeLD
(973) 258-1600 • mclynns.com
It doesn't get better then a double cheddar infused burger from the new Spirit: Social
Eatery and Bar.
— Mark Houlker, Chef

Arirang Hibachi Steakhouse • Volcano Roll
23A Nelson Avenue • STATen ISLAnD, nY
(718) 966-9600 • partyonthegrill.com
Hot-out-of-the-oven, crab, avocado and cream cheese rolled up and topped with a mild
spicy scallop salad.

Galloping Hill Road and Chestnut Street • unIOn
(908) 686-2683 • gallopinghillcaterers.com
Galloping Hill Caterers has been an incredible landmark for nearly sixty years. We pride
ourselves in delivering “over the top” cuisine, impeccable service and outstanding attention
to detail. That is the hallmark of our success! Simply, an unforgettable experience. Pictured
here is one of our crepes ﬂambé that really creates lots of excitement!
— George Thomas, Owner

The Manor • Seared Atlantic Salmon with Almond Couscous
111 Prospect Avenue • weST ORAnge
(973) 731-2360 • themanorrestaurant.com
Fresh and light, this seared Atlantic salmon with almond couscous, asparagus tips, and a
roasted tomato beurre blanc is full of bright, rich ﬂavors. Our range of creative contemporary
cuisine offered alongside classic Manor favorites ensures that every guest can ﬁnd something
special on their next visit.
— Mario Russo, Chef de Cuisine

EDGE is not responsible for any typos, misprints or information in regard to these listings. All information was supplied by the restaurants that participated
and any questions or concerns should be directed to them.
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519 Claremont Place

Cranford
$468,000

35 Aberdeen Rd

Elizabeth
$389,000

pristine 3br colonial, open ﬂoor plan, custom
kit w/ss applncs & granite counters, lr w/frplc,
sunlit fr, lrg mbr w/custom closets.

6br, 3 1/2ba center hall colonial in the
westminster section of elizabeth w/ renovated
kitchen and lovely hardwood ﬂoors.

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/cranford
-township/519-claremont-pl/pid_12800376/
Elizabeth kroncke
908.233.5555

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/elizabeth
/35-aberdeen-rd/pid_12533462/
Javier Matallana
908.233.5555

847 Emerson Avenue

947-951 Harding Road

Elizabeth
$299,000

homes on the EDGE

A look at unique and distinctive homes for sale in our area.

Elizabeth
$460,000

256-258 Stiles Street

Elizabeth
$365,000

beautiful
3br
colonial,
meticulously
maintained, new kit w/granite, new baths, hwf
throughout, lr w/custom frplc, ﬁn bsmnt.

stunning 6br chc, amazing architectural
details, slate roof, gorgeous hwf, huge rooms,
eik, ﬁn bsmnt w/high ceilings & frplc.

beautiful 4br col - renovated top to bottom!
New hwf, New kit, New bath, huge lr, fdr,
finished attic, new wndws & siding.

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/elizabeth
/847-emerson-ave/pid_12825907/
Javier Matallana
908.233.5555

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/elizabeth
/947-harding-rd/pid_13718047/
Susan Gallagher brown
908.233.5555

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/elizabeth
/256-stiles-st/pid_12194897/
Elias Christodoulakis
908.233.5555

178 Farley Avenue

911 Westminster Avenue

272 S Michigan Avenue

Fanwood
$765,000

Hillside
$699,000

kenilworth
$265,000

beautifully renovated 5br colonial, custom kit
w/ss applncs, open ﬂoor plan, high ceilings, fr
w/gas frplc, hwf throughout.

breathtaking storybook tudor, completely
renovated, modern design, private yard. 11
rooms, 5 beds, 3.2 baths.

Very well maintained 3 br stone cape on large
corner lot. New kit & bath, lr & fdr w/hwf,
finished basement, 1 car garage.

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/fanwood
/178-farley-ave/pid_12100413/
Tracy zawacki
908.233.5555

www.seetheproperty.com/201057

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/keni
lworth/272-s-michigan-ave/pid_12703560/
kathryn Shea
908.233.5555

Patricia Sharkey

908.230.1302

edge is not responsible for any typos, misprints or information in regard to these listings. all information was supplied by the realtors that participated
and any questions or concerns should be directed directly to them.
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51 Linden Street

Millburn
$850,000

1132 Peachtree Lane

Mountainside
$795,000

283 Pembrook Road

Mountainside
$589,000

historic 4 br, 2.1 bth colonial, expansive lr
with fp, 2nd ﬂ ofﬁce overlooking very deep
backyard, ﬁnished basement, beautifully
landscaped and great location.

impeccably maintained 3 bedroom, 2.1 bath
ranch offering convenient one level living with
deck and in-ground pool.

spacious ranch home, custom built with large
rooms and open layout. excellent yard. premier
neighborhood. 3 beds, 3 baths.

www.51Linden.com
Wendy Drucker

TheIsoldiCollection.com

www.seetheproperty.com/207867

1485 Church Street

973.204.0100

Rahway
$355,000

Frank D. Isoldi

1721 Cooper Road

908.233.5555 x202

Christina bove

908.416.6364

Scotch Plains
$850,000

8 Oxford Road

Scotch Plains
$749,000

stunning 4br Victorian, completely renovated,
lrg, open front porch, gourmet kit w/granite &
ss applncs, flr, fdr, lovely fenced yard.

custom 5br colonial with spacious and bright
rooms set back on a serene & tranquil acre of
landscaped, park-like property.

beautifully maintained 4br col on quiet cul-desac, elegant ﬂoor plan w/ large sunny rooms,
gourmet kit w/lrg brkfst bar, fr w/gas frplc.

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/rahway
/1485-church-street/pid_12178796/

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/scotchplains-township/1721-cooper-rd/pid_13376428/

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/scotch
-plains-township/8-oxford-rd/pid_12568798/

John C. Wiley

Jill Horowitz Rome

908.233.5555

Jean Marie Morgan

908.233.5555

Scotch Plains
$950,000

45 Great Hills Road

Short Hills
$1,225,000

1280 Sunnyﬁeld Lane

908.233.5555

Scotch Plains
$889,500

2076 Westﬁeld Road Cir

expansive 4 bedroom, 2.2 bath colonial offering
three levels of living space on almost an acre of
property.

spectacular 5br chc at the end of a cul-de-sac!
gourmet kit w/granite/center island, fr w/gas
frpl, mbr ste w/extra lrg wic.

TheIsoldiCollection.com

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/scotch
-plains-township/2076-westﬁeld-roadcir/pid_13435050/

Frank D. Isoldi

908.233.5555 x202

Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com

Linda Parsons

908.233.5555

charming 5 bedroom, 3.1 bath center hall
colonial on .81 of an ac, lrg skylit family rm
addition, updated kitchen, 4 spac. br’s, 3
ﬁreplaces, cac and expansion possibilities.

www.45GreatHillsRoad.com
Janet Painter
973.715.2108

REAL ESTATE

Short Hills
$1,398,000

9 Princeton Terrace

Short Hills
$2,188,000

17 Puritan Road

Short Hills
$975,000

stately paragano designed ch colonial offering
spacious rooms, open ﬂoor plan, hdwd ﬂrs,
exquisite curved staircase, open kitchen/family
room on .5 acres.

expansive 6-7 br contemporary home offering
an open concept living room/dining room with a
wall of windows and in-ground pool on .73 acres.

spacious mother/daughter home on half an acre
in a neighborhood w/many more expensive
homes. bring your architect or designer to
renovate or expand this home with 2 kitchens
and a 2 car garage.

www.136Lawrence.com
Stephanie Mallios

www.ShortHillsLuxury.com
Daniel Cannizzo

www.17Puritan.com
karen bigos

201.404.1972

973.865.4144

59 South kingman Road South Orange
$594,000

21 Tillou Road West

5 br, 3.1 bth, ch colonial, orig. architectural
details, parquet wd ﬂrs, updated kitchen & full
bath, lrg lr and family rm w/fp’s, lrg mstr br &
priv 3rd ﬂ br & bth.

spectacular beckford home, many upgrades
beautiful eik w/lrg center island & custom
cabinets, ﬁnished lower level w/walkout to priv.
patio overlooking natural setting.

www.59Sokingman.com
Henry ‘Christian’ Quaritius 917.584.4913

www.21Tillou.com
Stephanie Mallios &
Dolly Hamlin-Luwisch

305 Plymouth Road

878 Ray Avenue

Union
$322,500

excellent Value, 8 room, 3 bed, 1.1 bath colonial
in the desirable putnam manor Neighborhood.

South Orange
$1,099,000

129 Springﬁeld Avenue

Summit
$865,000

built in 2012, gorgeous design and fabulous
kitchen and master suite, 9 room, 4 bed, 2.1
bath, 1 mile to Nyc direct train.

www.seetheproperty.com/206363

Patricia Sharkey

Union
$389,000

pristine & spacious 4br split level home, lrg kit
open to fr, reﬁnished hwf, convenient to
trains, schools, shopping & downtown.

www.seetheproperty.com/204129

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/uniontownship-union-county/878-ray-ave/pid_123
99323/

Patricia Sharkey

Heidi-Ann Mucci

908.230.1302

201.417.1600

098.233.5555

33 Collamore Terrace

908.230.1302

West Orange
$550,000

5 br colonial w/ city Views! open ﬂoor plan,
stylish eik, huge mstr br suite, new split ac &
new gas boiler, reﬁnished hwd ﬂrs in upper
gregory.
www.TRGhome.com/1651

Fran kurtis

201.704.3434
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11 Colony Drive West

West Orange
$569,000

415 Metzger Drive

West Orange
$2,250,000

1601 boynton Avenue

Westﬁeld
$699,000

beautifully
renovated,
chef’s
kitchen
w/soapstone counters & prof. oven/range, lr w/
brick fp, 1st ﬂ ofﬁce, new mud rm, front porch
& patio w/ built-in grill.

three br en suite loft style penthouse in Vizcaya,
designer kitchen, luxurious mstr br suite w/
terrace and panoramic views. gated community,
indoor/outdoor pool, clubhouse, exercise rm.

lovely 4br colonial boasting flr & fdr
w/shining hwf & wbfp, updated kit w/granite
& ss steel applncs & wonderful backyard.

www.TRGhome.com/1654
Elaine Ehrenkranz

www.415MetzgerDr.com

John Aslanian /
barbara Callahan

819 Dorian Road

973.220.3040

Westﬁeld
$619,000

charming 4br, 2ba home on picturesque street
offers spacious rooms and large fr leading to
fabulous yard w/patio.
www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/westﬁeld/1016-rahway-ave/pid_12552411/

Elizabeth bataille /
Michael buban

908.233.5555

1127 Ripley Avenue

Westﬁeld
$849,000

Very well maintained 5br col, spacious ﬂoor
plan, flr, fdr, updated eik w/granite, fr
w/frplc & sldrs to back deck, mbr w/ wic.
www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/westﬁeld/1127-ripley-ave/pid_12449948/

Naasa Sherbeini

908.233.5555

Donna Shaw

365 Orenda Circle

973.879.3128

Westﬁeld
$806,000

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/westﬁeld/1601-boynton-ave/pid_13620534/

1016 Rahway Avenue

908.233.5555

Westﬁeld
$585,000

custom built 4br expanded ranch! foyer
w/skylight, formal dr, updated eik w/ss
appliances & granite counters, fr w/fplc.

fab 4br home w/opn ﬂr plan on gorgeous lot!
1st ﬂr addition w/skylight & french doors to
patio, wbfp, beautiful woodwork.

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/westﬁeld/365-orenda-cir/pid_12654367/

www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/westﬁeld/1016-rahway-ave/pid_12552411/

Elvira Ardrey

908.233.5555

Elizabeth bataille

908.233.5555

Westﬁeld
$729,000

1 Wychview Drive

Westﬁeld
$769,000

415 Woodland Avenue

beautifully updated 4 bedroom, 2.1 bath
farmhouse offering a perfect blend of
yesteryear charm with all the modern
conveniences of today.
TheIsoldiCollection.com

Frank D. Isoldi

908.233.5555 x202

tastefully expanded colonial split w/open ﬂoor
plan,bright flr, fdr, eik w/granite counters,
center island and ss appliances.
www.coldwellbankerhomes.com/nj/westﬁeld/1-wychview-dr/pid_12612821/

Elizabeth kroncke

908.233.5555

ATTENTION REALTORS: Place your home listings here for FREE - call 908.247.1277 for details.
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5 Minutes with…
Sister Rosemary Moynihan, SC
General Superior,
Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth
You met Pope Francis in May. How did this
opportunity come about?
I was going to the Union of International Superiors
General, which meets every three years in Rome and is
comprised of the Leaders of Religious Congregations of
Women from around the world. I got a call from a friend
of mine, Sister Patricia Eck of the Sisters of Bon
Secours. We were both headed to Rome for this
meeting. She told me that she had received a special
gift from a bishop in Peru, where the Bon Secours
Health System does some work. It was an invitation to a
morning mass with Pope Francis in his residence. She
asked if I would like to come—but warned me I’d have
to get up early.
Safe to assume that was not a deal-breaker?
I told her, “I don’t care if I don’t even go to bed!” So we
showed up at 6:30 a.m. with about 30 people—some
families, some young people and a few priests. The
Swiss Guards let us into the residence and we entered
a lovely, simple chapel. It had a glass wall on one side
that opened onto Roman ruins. It was just beautiful.
Suddenly Pope Francis came out all by himself. He said
the mass in a very simple manner with no assistants. It
was absolutely wonderful. And then he left.
Was that the end of the visit?
You know, I was thinking, Well that was great to have
been so close to him. But he came back out and
ﬁnished prayers after mass with all of us. Then he left
again, and they came and touched each of us on the
shoulder to leave—and there was Pope Francis waiting
out at the door to engage each person as they came
out. To me, it felt like meeting St. Peter. He was very
warm and unassuming, and looked you right in the eye.
It was intimate and extremely touching. I told him I was
Visit Us On the Web www.edgemagonline.com

a Sister of Charity at Saint Elizabeth, from New Jersey,
and how much of an inspiration he’s been to our
community—to our families and friends and our
ministries. He said, “Things can be difﬁcult. Pray for me.”
It was such a special experience. Very informal but very
personal.
When you entered the church, is an experience
like this something that’s even on your radar?
No. It would never have occurred to me that I would ever
have an opportunity to meet a Pope. And to meet
someone like Pope Francis…what do you even say to
someone like him? He has put his whole life aside and
assumed responsibility for the world, really.
Did you take anything away from this interaction
that you perhaps hadn’t known or appreciated
before?
It deepened what I knew about how committed he is
to the Gospel of Jesus, and how much he truly cares
for and loves people. He is a very humble, bright man
who has given his life to bring God’s love into the
world. EDGE
Editor’s Note: The Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth
was formed in 1859 following the example of Elizabeth
Ann Bayley Seton, the ﬁrst U.S.-born citizen to be
canonized by the Roman Catholic Church. The Sisters
opened Saint Elizabeth hospital in 1905. In 2000,
it consolidated with Elizabeth General Medical Center
to become Trinitas Regional Medical Center. Sister
Rosemary Moynihan is the vice chair of the Trinitas
Board of Directors.
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